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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, September 2, 1969

Seen&Heard Guerrilla Camp Is Destroyed
Near Cambodian Border
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Hospitality Clinic
Is Planned Here
Tomorrow at 2:30

By WALTER WHITHEAD
planet zeroed in on the CamMrs. Margie Washam HolSAIGON
The U. S. bodian border base and killed
comb of Murray passed away
military command today an- 18 guerrillas, destroyed 72 batikSunday at 6.50 a. in. at the
A pleasant weekend with no nounced the destruction of a ers and burned 15 tons of rice
Convalescent Division of the
crises ariaing.
major guerrilla base camp near with their bombs and napalm,
Murray-Calloway County HosCambodia by American war- reports said.
pital. She was 82 years of age.
Yesterday afternoon we just planes dropping bombs and na- In another aerial raid nearstretched out under a tree In palm.
by, helicopter gunship pilots
The deceased was the wife
the backyard and let the world
The camp 70 miles northwest caught another Communist unit
Of the late William T. Holcomb
drift by.
of Saigon and two miles from in the open and reported killwho died February 1, 1927. She
Cambodia was in the area from ing 18 soldiers.
lphs the daughter of the late
The Annual Kentucky Hos- they offer to the public: Each
An old Blue Jay kept hollering which the Communists were
"As I came in, I could see
0. Washam and Barbpitality Clinic, the first one person attending will receive a
back In the woods as if the expected to launch new attacks the NVA North Vietnamese sols** Crawford Washam.
held in Murray, will be held permanent type hospitality badMiss Kathy Rowlett
world were coming to an end. today on Hanoi's 24th Lndepen- diers sitting next to a couple
tomorrow, September 4 at 2:30 ge and a "graduate" identificadance Day.
Mrs. Holcomb is survived by
of 107mm rockets. On our first
p. m. at the Woodman Build- tion card.
A Snake Doctor investigated
U. S. war communiques re- pass, we hit the 107a, which exthree daughters, Ms. --Audrey
Miss Tammie Bogard
ing in the Murray Chamber of
We all realize that the trathe premisis then darted off to ported 11 overnight shellings ploded and killed at least four,"
Massolettei Canon and Miss
room.
Director's
Commerce
and vacationist represent
veler
some moist area to perform his and scattered combat, much of said Lt. Stanley Zimmerman, a
Holcomb, both of Murray
This year's progisam will be an important source of income
dance.
It around Saigon, but listed no helicopter pilot from PhiladelRoute Five, and Mrs. Willo
interesting and informative, a to the Murray community. We
major attacks of proportion* phia.
Doan Waldrop of Memphis,
spokesman for the Chamber believe that you will find this
A Katy Did on the limb just that could signal a new offenTenn.; one son, Woodrow HolAllied intelligence has said
said.
one and one-half hour program
above us began his song, grad- sive.
It expected the Viet Cong and
Miss Tammie Bog ard was nomb of Memphis, Tenn.; two
"Kentucky's Hospitality Clin- to be interesting, entertaining
ually rising to a crescendo, then
Summoned by an aerial spot- North Vietnames to begin a elected Little Miss Wrangler daughters-in-law, Mrs. Dillard
ic" is for all personnel who and productive", a Chamber
trailing off into silence.
ter who saw some Communist new but limited push to mark to represent the Wranglers Rid- (Lela) Holcomb of Seattle Washcome in contact with the pub- spokesman said.
troops in the open, the war the 24th aneiversary today of ing Club in the Little Miss West- ington, and Mrs. Elwood (Clara)
lic and is sponsored by the
Those business men who plan
Two or three Juvenile Jays apHanoi's declaration of indepen- ern Kentucky Horsemen's As- Holcomb of Memphis, Tenn.; Miss Kathy Rowlett returned Kentucky Department of Pubto
attend this Hospitality Clinproached on the alert. Their
dence from France.
sociation contest to be held at four grandsons; one grandaug- home Saturday from Memphis, lic Information, the Kentucky ic should call the Murray Chamfeathers had not fully grown
hter; eleven great grandchil- Term., where she finished ten- Department of Education and
South Vietnamese troops in Paducah.
ber of Commerce, telephone
which gave them the appearSaigon and in the provinces aTamrnie is the six year old dren.
nis tournament play for the co-sponsored by the Murray 753-5171 and advise the Chamance of being scinewhat moth
round the capital remained on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Pat
ber as to how many from the
in death 1969 season by winning the Mis- Chamber of Commerce.
eaten. Their crests were abortspecial alert, with all leaves Bogard of Murray Route One. She was preceded
Tournament.
Valley
The program is designed to firm plan to attend.
Seattle, sissippi
Dillard
of
two
sons,
by
ed which made them look aThe Red Cross Volunteers, and days off canceled, but Al- She is a first grade student at
She won both the singles and help a business man and his
bout half bald headed.
4formerly Gray Ladies) held lied headquarters reported on- the Kirksey Elementary School. Washington in 1968, and El- doubles. Her doubles partner
employees in the following
wood of Memphis, Tenn., on
their annual business meeting ly light combat.
First runner-up was Miss Don- January
was Miss Beverly Kid of Som- ways:
1,
1969.
Moved the Angel Fish from the in the convalescent Ward of the
At least three clashes erupted na Stanfill, daughter of Mr.
erset.
1. Increase the value of the
small tank into the bigger one. Murray-Calloway County Hospit- Monday on infiltration routes and Mrs. Don Stanfill of MurFuneral services were het
Kathy spent the summer tourist and resort business in
His size has increased and he's al August 28, with Juanita Lynn, leading to Saigon, including the ray.
Monday at 3:30 p. in. at the playing in USLTA Sanctioned the Murray area.
about two times as big as he Chairman of Volunteers, pre- American air attack on the base
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Tournaments in the Southern
2. Encourage methods of exwas. We watched to see whet siding and 23 ladies present. camp two miles from Cambod
Funeral Home with Rev. Ro- and Northwest Circuits. The tending courtesy and hospitalhe would do in the large aquarOfficers elected for the corn- ia, military spokesmen said.
bert Usrey officiating.
southern circuit tournaments ity.
ium and without hestitation he ing year were RosPital ChairThe dive bombers zeroed in
Pallbeares were Pat Thomp- she participated in were the
3. Provide information on
swam to be near the huge An- men; Ola Culver, Kathryn Glo- et the complex 70 miles northson, Robert Barrett, Johnny Junior Southern at Mobile, Ala., the tourist attractions and
gel Fish who dominates the ver, and June Bucy, and Secre- west of the capital, killing 18
Funeral services for James McDougal,
Elmus
Outland, USLTA Interscholastic CHPS, points of interest in this comtank with the Festivum. The tary: Myrna Phillips.
guerrillas, destroying 2 bunk- Clifton Dunnagan, age 70, bro- Preston Barrett, and Doyce Mor- and the Southern Girls' Open at munity and the state.
Jo Miller announced that the ers and setting fire to four tons ther of Mrs. Floyd O'Bryan
big Angel measures about six
ris.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Each business represented
Mrs. Jenny Coleman HumInches from top fin to bottom Volunteers donated a total of of food stored nearby, the an- Dexter, were held Sunday at
Interment was in the Murray
While participating in the will be presented a door decal, phreys of 80/ North 18th Street,
dn.
5225 hours to the hospital plus nouncement said.
and
p.
m.
at
two
the Filbeck
Cemetery
with the arrange- northwest circuit, Kathy was a significant of the hospitality
Murray, was claimed by death
additional hours at the two
The two other flareups saw Cann Funeral Chapel, Benton, ments by the J. H. Churchill part time instructor at the Ra
morning at five o'clock at
this
Walking around the yard we bloodmobile drives.
South Vietnamese soldiers kill with Rev. R. J. Burpoe and Rev. Funeral Home.
mey Tennis School located on
the University of Kentucky Mewould pick up a Grasshopper
Mrs. Lynn asked for volun- 18 communist troops 31 miles Wade
Copeland
officiating.
Carleton College Campus in
dical Center, Lexington.
now and then and go in and teers to take birthday cakes to northwest of Saigon and U. S. Burial was in the Briensburg
Northfield, Minn. The northThe Murray woman was only
give it to Or. He's about the Ft. Campbell Military Hospital Infantrymen kill five guerrillas Cemetery.
west tournaments included tourLEAVE HERE ENDS
46 years of age and her death
size of a pan fish now and has September 24 The cakes will 85 miles northwest of Saigon,
Dunnagan, a resident of Bennaments at Minneapnlis, Rochfollowed an extended illness.
a ravenotn appetite. He likes be baked by members of Beta
American 552 bombers fol- ton Route Seven, died Friday
ester, and Noithfii
Drs. V. W. Rthertaa est) R. Site was a member of the Firm
aialsoppers, Crickets, hun- Sigma Phi Sorority.
James
Robbins,
son
HosThomas
lowed up the fighting with raids at the Benton Municipal
Kathy was runner-up in the L. Wuest of 201 North Fifth
ger, anything that moves or
She introduced Jean Blank- between the capital and the pital.
af Mr. and Mrs. James C. Wil- Kentucky High School Tourna- St., Murray, are attending the Baptist Church
Mrs. Humphreys is survived
drops in.
enship, Eexecutive Secretary of Cambodian border, hitting what
Survivors are his wife, Mrs liams 1303 Doran Road left this ment held in Louisville the first 1969 annual Homecoming of
by her husband, D. T. (Buddy)
the local chapter who thanked the U. S. Command called troop Anna Dunnagan of Benton morning for Fort Dix, New Jer- of
June.
Palmer College of Chiropractic Humpherys, 807 North 18th
Oscar gets so excited at feed- the ladies for their devotion concentrations, base camps, sto- Route Seven; daughter, Mrs sey after spending a leave in
at Davenport, Iowa.
Street, Murray; her father and
ing time that he comes to the to their work through out the rage areas and staging areas. Louise Lowe of Alton, Ill.; two Murray. He will depart from
step mother, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
top of the water and opens his years. She reminded them of
Fort
Dix
in
about
one
week
for
James
and
Hayes
Dunnasons,
It is from this area that AlThey are among approximate- Coleman of Murray Route Five;
mouth as wide as he can, flops the West KentuN Red Cross lied intelligence has forecast gan, also of Alton, Ill.; sister. an assignment in West Gerly 3,500 Palmer College alum- two daughters, Mrs. Bill (Genehis tail, and otherwise indicates Conference which will be at the independence day outbreak, Mrs. Floyd O'Bryan of Dexter. many where he will be a part
ni, wives and guests who are vieve) Adams, Jr., of Lexington
Mayfield on September 22. Tenaivith the guerrillas expected to brother, Joe Dunnagan of Prin of the NATO forces. He receivthat he is ready to sat.
participating in educational and and Mrs. Larry (Cindy) RagsCalloway County Volunteers concentrate against isolated Al- ceton; nine grandchildren; one ed training at Fort Knox„ Kensocial
events in the year's lar- dale of 520% Broad Street,
Being home all day Monday and will participate in the opening lied artillery bases.
tucky
and
at
Fort
Leonard
great grandchild.
Four persons were treated gest gathering in the chiroprac- Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Rex
ceremony,
and
Ann
trying to find a decent TV proHays will
Wood, Missouri.
In a dispatch from Hanoi
in the emergency room of the tic profession.
(Ode) Diuguid of 104 South
gram was next to impossible. be the leader for the Volun- monitored in Tokyo, the North
Calloway County Hospital on
10th Street, Murray, and Mrs.
All we could find were silly teer and Disaster Workshop.
Vietnamese News Agency quotSaturday and Sunday, accordHomecoming speakers they Ora Lee Farris, Dodson Avenue,
The Volunteers were asked to ed Hanoi's premier, Pham Van
games of one kind or another
ing to hospital officials.
will hear will include Al Capp, Murray; one brother, Loman
or soap operas where the peo- begin thinking and planning Dong, that his nation would
Robert Jourden of Louisville, creator of the popular comic Coleman of Highland Park,
ple had more problems than for the Christmas "ditty-bags' continue to fight "to liberate
age 17, was treated for a bruis- strip, "Lil Abner"; Dr. Thomas Mich.
The 1969 Kentucky dove seayou chould shake a stick at, —gifts for servicemen in Viet the South, defend the North
ed foot on Sunday. This was B. Cnreton, professor of educamorning
Monday
son
opened
The body is being returned
Nam.
Over
200
are
from
either physical, psychological or
needed
and proceed toward peaceful and will remain open until OcThe Hazel School Parent-Tea- from a bicycle accident.
tion at the University of Illi- to Murray by the Lenning FlyCalloway County.
impossible.
unification of the country.
David Enoch, age 10, of Route nois and one of the nation's ing Service and friends may
tober 31. It will reopen in De- cher Association will have a
A spontaneous collection was
"The past 24 years have been cember for nine days.
potluck supper on Friday, Sep- Two, Carterville, Ill., suffered outstanding experts in physical call at the Blalock-Coleman Futaken for the victims of Hur- years of struggle
against the
The daily bag limit this year tember 5, at seven p. m. at the injuries in a fall off a horse on fitness; Charles Norval Sharpe, neral Home after eight p.
ricane Camille, and will be im- imperialist
aggressors to de- Is 18 with a possession limit of school.
Saturday. He had a chipped Jr., president and director of tonight (Monday).
mediately forwarded.
fend and achieve national
fracture to the left ankle, ac- four insurance companies, and
36.
pendence Day celebration
This is an increase of six on Preceding the supper a meet- cording to hospital officials.
Dr. Donald Curtis, lecturer, auin the North Vietnamese capi- the daily limit and twelve on ing of the executive board will
Gail Tucker, age eight, of thor and teacher in the field
tal.
Kirksey Route Two, was hurt of public relations.
the possession limit over the be held at 6:30 p m.
Then a guerrilla leader and 1968 season.
in a bicycle accident on SunPhilip H. Murdock of Medithe northern president, Ho Chi
'canine, son of Mr. and Mrs
Gerald Coles, president, urg- day. She suffered lacerations
Minh 24 years ago declared
Philip Murdock of Lynn Grove,
es all parents to attend the to the knee, left eye brow,
North Vietnam's independence
has returned from Frankfort
meeting. The membership com- knuckles, and fourth and fifth
from France, which led to the
where he was presented with a
mittee will be on hand to take fingers.
Harvel Kemp suffered laceraFrench-Indochina War won by
pin and certificate in recognimemberships for the year.
tions to the forehead and lip
Ho's Viet Minh in 1954.
tion of ten years service with
on Saturday. He is 53 years of
the Kentucky State Department
STATEBOBO, Ga. — Martha
age, according to the hospital
of Health.
Taylor Wilson a sophomore
No traffic accidents were reofficials.
Murdoc.k is employed with the
from Hazel, was named to the
ported to have occurred in theSheriff Fannie Stubblefield
Water Pollution Control Com1969 Summer Quarter Dean's
city limits of Murray over the reported today that several armission. He is married to the
List at Georgia Southern ColLabor Day weekend, according rests and incidents occurred
former Jeanette Walston, daulege, with a 4.0 grade point avto the Murray Police Depart- over the weekend.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. WalKirk A. Pool is now recupeerage.
ment. No investigating reports
Shortly after midnight on
after
havson, College Farm Road. She
his
home
rating
at
To be eligible for the Dean's
were filed.
Saturday morning Hoyt CleavCOMMANDER—
GREEN BERET
i3 the elementary librarian in
List a student must have at least ing undergone surgery at the
er of U. S. Highway 641 North
Hospital,
Memorial
the Hopkins County School Sy- Marking the second change
Baptist
The regular ladies day golf
Seven persons were cited by let two juveniles in to use the
Lt. Sammy S. Knight of Mur- a 3.8 grade point average for
tern.
of command of the Green
Tenn.
Memphis,
will be held at the Oaks Coun- the Murray Police Department.
ray has received notification the quarter.
They have two children, Jim- Berets since the arrest of
He was hospitalized for three try Club on Wednesday, Sep- They were two for driving while telephone to call for gasoline
Miss Wilson is the daughter
been
as
that
he
has
selected
for the car, the sheriff said
my, age ten, and Ann, age six. Col. Robert B. Rheault, a
weeks at the Memphis hospital tember 3.
intoxicated, one for no city auto
one of sixteen second lieuten- of J. Robert Taylor of Hazel.
After the boys left Cleaver
former commander, for inPairings will be made at the sticker, two for public drunk- noticed that his Hamilton pockants from the United States to
vestigation of murder in a
m.
Kathryn
Outtee
at
nine
a.
for
no
operator's
enness,
one
participate in the Army Judge
et watch was gone. He reportmysterious spy case, Col.
land is the golf hostess.
license and no city auto stick- ed this to the sheriff and the
Advocate General Excess Leave
(above)
Michael D. Healy
er, and one for shooting into two boys were later picked up
Program.
has taken command of the
a dwelling house, according to by local authorities. They had
This program permits U.
thaltad Prima Istersatlemial
Fifth Special Forces Group
the citation reports.
Knight to attend the law school
also taken the gas can from the
In Vietnam. He has been a
of his choice during its acaMo Go Oil Company and failed
Green Beret since 1954.
demic year and to receive on1:ENTUCKY. Mostly cloudy
to return it after they had put
the-job training during the
With scattered showers and a
their gas into their car, the
school vacations at the U. S.
thunderstorms
through
few
sheriff said. The boys paid five
L. Came Hendon, of MurArmy Staff Judge Advocate's
Wednesday and little change in
dollars for the can and the
field
appointed
been
has
ray,
office of his selection.
temperatures. Lovas Tuesdaywatch was returned to Mr. Cleaof
Woodmen
for
representative
Upon completion of his deto 74. High today mostver.
the World Life Insurance Sogree in law, Lt. Knight will
ty In the 80s.
Saturday two juveniles were
ciety. The announcement was
then serve the duration of his
arrested by Fheriff StubbleHurt,
1300
Buford
made
by
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m., 356.0,
service time as an attorney
field and the Murray Police
Wells Blvd., Woodmen state
with the starting rank of capno change, below dam 301.8,
Department for "grand larceny
manager for west Kentucky.
tain in the U. S. Army.
down 0.1.
of, an automobile" The boys
Lt.
Knight,
son
of
Mr.
and
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.0,
were from Ashland City, Tenn.,
Ws. Sam Knight, is a June
up 0 I, below dam 302.2, down
Mr. Hendon, a lifelong resiand Nashville, Tenn. The arrest
0.4.
1969 graduate of Murray State
dent of Murray, recently retirwas made at two p. in. Saturday
University who has selected the
Sunrise 6:28; sunset 7:24.
ed after 47 years of service in
by local authorities. The stolen
University of Kentucky College
Moon rises 10:38 p. m.
the Post Office. He is a memcar was a 1969 Mustang.
of Law in Lexington to attend
ber of the Rotary Club, the
Sheriff Stubblefield said she
for the next three years. He
Masons and has served as sechad received numerous comwill
then receive his J. D. deFIREMEN CALLED
retary of Woodmen Unit 592
plaints from residents in the
gree.
Kentucky since its organization.
county regarding dove hunters
During the summers, U.
The Murray Fire Department
-shooting toward their houses
Knight and his family will be
Mr. Hendon and his wife,
was called out Saturday at eight
The sheriff urges all hunters
located at Fort Campbell where
F:lna, are membec of the First
a. m. to the home of Mrs. Lasto use caution during the dove
PROTEST MARCH IN JERUSALEM ---1.6ng-bearded elders lead
he will receive his Army S.
siter. 507 Popter Street. The
Baptist Church, As a hobby,
hunting season which openei
l.rse'i marchers through the streets of Jerueatem to protest
J. A. training during those
fire Was from trash and was,
Mr. Hendon enjoys visiting with
Monday.
L.
Carnie
Hendon
the
Knight
execution
Trio
of Jews in
La..Saetierny S.
three years.
the public.
out on arrival of the firemen:1
/Radiophoto)
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Quotes From The News

WILL HOLD HEARINGS

"Increasingly, the role of the
Board of Health is to represent
the public. It needs an organization and composition which
would give the optimal performance of this crucial role,"
the report concludes.
The 1968 General Assembly
ordered the study after several
bills were introduced to add
members to the board of health
and to change its regulatory powers. The Bills would have added
a registered nurse and a registered engineer to the board and
would have removed the board's
regulatory power over physicians.
In other action, the Health
and Welfare Committee proposed that the Committee on Agriculture and Natural Resources
join with it in a subcommittee
to study "persistent pesticides
problems". (Fifteen states have
banned the use of DDT and like
derivatives after increasing complaints from groups concerned
with its effects upon wildlife
and other animals.)

SACRAMENTO, Calif,(UPI)
- RXEP. John E. Moss,D-Calif.,
chairman of the House subcommittee on freedom of information, says he will hold hearings
On alleged violations of the
Freedom of Information Act
"at any time I have complaints
before me," Moss said he had
received complaints from Ralph
Nader's task force but "all of
them have been resolved except
one." Nader told Washington
newsmen Tuesday his stud
groups found government of
cials "systematically and r
tinely" violate the Freedom o
.Information Act.
* 41. *
Louisiana has a couple of legal
holidays all its own-Mardi Gras
and Huey P. Long's birthday.

MIRK EVERY GRAVE
MARY JO INQUEST COURT- This is the Dukes County Courtroom in Edgartown, Mass.,
in readiness for the inquest into death of Mary Jo Kopechne, drowned when Sen. Edyard
Kennedy's car went over a bridge. Insetlt Judge James Boyle, who ruled in the case.
•

Harvesting And Curing Of
Dark Tobacco Is Important

Named to the subcommittee
were Sen. J. D. Buckman, ShepBy W. R. Hoover
herdsville, and Rep. Robert L. Area
Extension Tobacco Agent
Members
Miller, Louisville.
from the Committee on AgriculDark types of tobacco, meanture and Natural Resources were
ing one-sucker and dark-fired,
to be named Friday, July 25.
should be allowed to ripen before harvest, The characteris* * *
tics of ripe tobacco are loss
The New England Cunserva- of intense green color, small
tory of Music was founded in yellowish areas begin to appear
Boston in 1867.
and leaf web will crack when
* * *
doubled between fingers. Most
The Bonnet Carte spillway successful growers prefer to
above New Orleans has been used split the stalk rather than spike.
three times to save the city Scaffolding of dark tobacco has
from Mississippi River flooding. the advantages of housing when
thoroughly wilted, no sunburning if exposed ends or sides
of scaffold toward the sun is
covered with cloth, less breaking and bruising, avoids dirty
tobacco in case of rain, and

Lady Files Suit Against Co.
After Being Trappe!5 Days

easier to house. Usually the tobacco is left on scaffold for three
or four days. The trailer type
scaffold has the advantage of
reducing labor, but more expensive than the portable wooden scaffold. Plans for building
the wooden scatflold is availaable at your Extension office.
For large tobacco , six steles
is enough per stick. Sticks should be placed ten to fourteen
inches on the tier rail in the
barn depending on size of tobacco and.extent of wile
Proper yellowing of both types
of dark tobacco is importatt in
obtaining a -good finished color.
Yellowing usually requires from
five to eight days and temperature should range from 70 to 85
degrees F. Cool weather can

LEDGER & TIMES FLEE
Deaths reported are William Finis Outland, age 72, and Mrs.
Nora Cole, age 90. Both died yesterday.
Extensive beautification projects are being planned by Civic
atibs in cooperation with the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
according to a newsletter just issued.
The Calloway County Soil Improvement Association is completing a remodeling program which involved shifting of two
entire departments.
Miss Loretta Culver has returned from a three weeks vacations in Montverde, Fla., where she visited Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Jackson at the Montverde Private School.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Martha M. "Nettie" Harding, age
83, and Clyde C. Putnam of Pittsburgh, Pa., brother of L. R.
Putnam of Murray.
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath has been elected vice-president of the
Kentucky Baptist Encampment at the state meeting at Clear
Creek Mountain Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Adams of Farmington Route One are the
parents of a son.
William Harry Hughes , son of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Hughes,
is working as a civilian chief of transportation at the Alaskan
Air Depot, Anchorage, Alaska.
Miss Sarah Ruth Rhodes, bride-elect of Preston Hinman, Jr.,
has . been honored with a series of hospitalities by her friends
in Murray.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one another; as
I have loved you, that ye also love one another. - John 13:34.
The command to love one another is not new. The new thing
is to love with the same devotion as Christ loved us,

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

KENTUCKY
LEGISLATIVE
REPORT

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE W/TICIE 00., 1500
FRANKFORT, Ky. - A LegisMadison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; 'Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.. lative Research
Commission
Stephenson Sidi., Detroit, Mich.
subcommittee will conduct a pubMitered at the Poet Office, Murray, Kentucky, for tramming= ite lic hearing in September on LRC
Second Maas Matter
staff recommendations to revamp
the State Board of Health.
SUBSCIPTION RATES- By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per
James T. Fleming, Director
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.20;
Zones 1 ez 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subscriptAona 18-00. of LRC, said a specific date for
the hearing will be announced
'The Oatstanding Civic Asset at a Commealty is the
soon. Members of the subcomIntegrity of Re Newspaper'
mittee of the Committee on Health and Welfare are Sen. Georgia
TUESDAY - SEPTEMBER 2.1969
Davis, Louisville; and Rep. Foster Pettit, Lexington, and Charles T. Walters, Winchester. The
subcommittee was named Thursday during a meeting of the full
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
committee.
Suggested changes in the comof the Board are conposition
WASHINGTON - Richard E. Peterson, a researcrt psychologist
tained in an LRC staff research
who is staff director of the American Council on Education's
report released last week. AddSpecial Committee on Campus Tensions:
ition
of representatives of a cro"If the violent tactics continue to escalate I'm afraid there's
ss-section of the public and of
university
that
the
proportions
such
backlash
of
going to be a
persons from health-related fiis going to be destroyed as an intellectual enterprise."
elds is recommended.
"The State Beard of Health
reviewing
his
Nixon,
President
SPRINGS,
Colo.
COLORADO
gain advantages,and lessen
could
policies for the National Governors' Conference, noting that
disadvantages inherent in board
the executives of populous states are cite-satisfied with his welfare
structures in general, by a chanproposals:
ge in its composition," the report
"Some object to these proposals-understandably-as seeming to
favor one region over another because they give the rich states stated.
Most other states have includless than the poorer states. We rejected these arguments because we are one country. We must think in terms of the people ed consumer and other non-health
related representation on boards
and their needs wherever they are."
of health, and have moved toward
WASHINGTON - Mary Barelli Gallagher, the author of "My an advisory system which allows
Life with Jacqueline Kennedy," explaining her motivation of the executive officer authority
needed to match responsibilities,
writing the controversial book:
"If President Kennedy were still living or if Mrs. Kennedy the report noted. But, Kentucky
herself had remained as a widow of the president, no one on has not kept up with this trend,
this earth could have gotten me to say one word about my ex- retaining its authoritative adminperiences about them. But now they are both a part of history. istrative board system,
Mrs. Kennedy has abdicted her position and moved to another
Only two other states, Alacountry. The same reasoning doesn't hold."
bama and Mississippi, still retain the medical licensure funEDGARTOWN, Mass, - Dukes County Prosecutor Walter E. ction within their state boards
Steele, a friend of Edward M. Kennedy, dismissing speculation of health, the report stated.
that Kennedy's attorneys will move to block the inquest into the
death of Mary Jo Kopechne with a federal court injunction:
"My educated guess is the senator wants to get it over with
as quickly as possible."

Ten Years Ago Today

&

CHICAGO (UPI) - A socialite
who spent five days trapped in
an elevator in her near North
Side „home filed a $100,000
damage suit Wednesday against
the firm hired to maintain the
elevator.
Ms. Rosemary Bauer Bull,
58, charged the Otis Elevator
Co. with negligence in maintaining the elevator in her
home.
Mrs. Bull's ordeal in the
barely two feet square elevator
began at 5 p.m. Thursday July
10.
"I was boiling tea on the
upper floor (of the four-story
house) and took the elevator
down to get a lemon," she said.
"I pay $600 a year for
elevator
maintenance
from
Otis. I had complained about
noises in the elevator and the
repairman had come twice on
the thy before to check it," she
said.
The elevator stuck between
the first and second floors.
Mrs. Bull was alone in the
house. Her husband is dead.
The elevator has no escape
hatch.
Mrs. Bull rang the emergency alarm bell but no one could
hear.
This began 113 hours without
food or water, imprisoned in a
metal cell too small to lie down
in. "ft was so uncomfortable. It
was hard to stay in one position

ALMANAC

more than 15 minutes at a
time," she said.
The next thy, Mrs. Bull,
daughter of the late Republican
National
Committeewoman
Mrs. Bertha Bauer, heard the
furnace repairman come to her
door. Again she rang the alarm
bell, but the repairman didn't
hear it and left.
On Saturday, her substitute
handyman came to the door.
Again she rang the bell without
result. The same thing occurred
when
her
laundress came
Saturday afternoon.
Her regular handyman, Al
Cecchi, returned from a Maine
vacation Monday, came to the
house and attempted to enter
through a side door, using his
key. He found the door hained.
Mrs. Bull rang the alarm bell
but he didn't hear it.
Tuesday after conferring with
the other servants who had
gain admittance,
to
failed
Cecchi returned to the house,
broke in, and went to the
'elevator. The first thing she
asked was, "slide an envelope
under the door and pour water
into it." She drank the few
drops.
Then Cecchi removed a grill,
opened the second floor door of
the elevator, and hauled Mrs.
Bull to safety.
She had lost 12 pounds and
was so exhausted she spent
several days in bed.
She credits her survival to
good physical condition, which
she says was permanently
harmed by the ordeal.

cause green tobacco, and hot,
humid weather can cause houseburning. To overcome either
of these adverse curing conditions use small fires under darkfired and coke or gas under onesucker. One - sucker growers
would do well to have cokeor gas
on hand for use when needed,
It has been reported that some
years one-sucker growers lose
on an average of ten cents per
pound by not properly curing
their tobacco. In addition to lower price for houseburned an
unsould tobacco having no pric
support, there is weight loss.
It seems growers can ill affor
these losses.
Curing of dark-fired tobacc
has the following stages after
yellowing: coloring, drying, dar
kening stems and veins and fini
shing the leaf. A diseussion o
these stages of curing is give
In the Extension circular, "Har
vesting, Curing and Prepar
Dark-Fired Tobacco for Mar
ket", available at your Extensio
Office,

Albuquerqw., New Mexico's
largest city, wasfoundec in 1706
by a group of Spanish families.
*
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"Chitty, Chitty
Bang,

.ftg."

Wed. thru Sa *
* HENRY FONDA
* ROBERT RYAN
* TY HARDIN
* CHARLES BRONSON
in

AT'IlLII0
HIOULU

ULTRA-PANAVISION,
TECHNICOLOR'
room INAPINIER 11111021.

The Fieb Net

BUILDERS OF FINE
MEMORIALS
Porter White - Manager
111 Maple St.
753-2512

We

Have

Uckst
U.(444(44(1!
COOK'S JEWELRY
509 West Main

name Nsiaio coires from
the Tewa India' word Piavahu,
meaning "cultivited fields"

WALLIS

DRUG

Phone 753-12'72
I
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
We Have It — We Will Get It —Or It Can't He Had
'

COLLEGE CLEANERS
1411 Olive Blvd.
PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 751-111112
Truly Fine Cleaning

— rari

* Executive Shirt Service *
YOUNGEST PRISON WARDEN Russell Lash, 29, youngest
prison warden in the nation, checks a lock at Indiana State
Prison in Michigan City. Lash is even younger than any of
his prisoners, since all are 30 years old or older.

* ENDS TODAY *

NOWA

"Death of a Gunfighter"
p ichard WirimArk_

iitlreEDNESDAY

SATURDAY *&

You've got to see it.. to believe it!!!

Von7protts
'The
orieGod?'
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE • TECHNICOLOR
'ZeD)

D&S CAPSULES

$1.49
Sedative for Temporary
Relief of Simple
Nervous Tension
Each Capsule Contains
Phenyitolorarnine Citrate

88mg

Salleylarnide
61-YEAR PHOTOG
HarCY
M Rhoades, shown at tlie
Rocky Mountain News in
Denver, is ending a 69-year
rePr as a neWS photographer at the age of AA

WORLD WAR II STARTED HERE -This is the Reichstag meeting in Berlin on Sept. 1,1939, with Nazi Dictator Adolf Hitler (middle, arm extended in Nazi salute) announcing the
nation at war-- invasion of Poland. Beside Hitler is Rudolf
Hess, who during the war secretly flew to England. On
upper rostrum is Hermann Goering, air force commander..

130 ing
Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray. Ky. 42071
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Today is Tuesday, Sept. 2, the
245th thy of 1969 with 120 to
follow.
The moon is approaching its
last quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn,
The evening stars are Mercy.
ry, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1935 one of the worst
hurricanes to hit the U.S.
mainland ripped through the
Florida Keys, killing more than
365 persons.
In 1945 Japan signed the
unconditional surrender on the
American Battleship "Missouri" in Tokyo Bay, ending World
War II,
In 1964 World War I hero Sgt.
Alvin York died at the age of
16.
In 1968 the toll in earthquakes
which hit Iran was fixed at
12,000 dead.

A thought for the day:
Manlius said, "As soon as we
are born we begin to die, and
the end depends upon the
beginning."

Murray Marble
Works

*
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Dave Hill Leads
Qualifiers, Mcan
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Lund Wins
Hartford In
Sudden Death

TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER 2, 1960

Aussie Pros Rate High In
U.S. Open At Forest Hills

WETHERSFIELD,
C o n n.
(UPI)—Dave Hill, a three-time
winner on the U.S. pro golf tour
this year, will carry impressive
et*
credentials into the forthcoming
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (UPI) Spain's Andres Gimeno,
Mean Golfer of the Year
— Australia's tennis amateurs
Dennis Ralston of BakersBROCKTON, Mass, (UPI) - tournament even though he lost
may be patsies these days but field, Calif. had two good spots
The body of Rocky Mercian° a sudden-death playoff for the
WETHERSFIELD,
C o n n.
you sure can't knock those slick in the fifth set Monday to finish
was brought today to his native Greater Hartford Open title on (UPI)— Big Bob Lunn, a golfer
Aussie professionals.
the job he most wanted to do—
with the build of a fullback and
, city for two days of mourning Labor Day.
By sundown tonight, Aussie shatter Rod Laver's hopes for a
Hill, who lost to Bob Lunn, the touch of a basketball
before being flown to Ft.
pros probably will own six of second grand slam of the
wound up the leading qualifier player, maintains the difference
Lauderdale, Fla., for burial.
the eight slots in the men's Australian, French, Wimbledon
The former
world
singles quarter-finals of the and U.S. titles.
hea- for the Alcan with 823 points between success and failure on
eight champion died Sunday based on finishes in a select the pro tour is the abitity to
NEW
YORK (UPI)-- Way- $137,000 U.S. Open champion- Ralston twice had
slugger Bob Allison is tickled
Rod down
drop the three and four foot
in a plane cra
crash near group of U.S. tournaments.
when he lays clovm a good bunt. ward Joe Pepitone takes his ships.
0-30 on the Aussie lefty's
The Akan will be played at putts.
ewton, Iowa. Marciaao's body
case
teammate
to
his
tonight
s
Three hustled into the last service in that fateful fifth set
Allison did a little of both
The 24-year-old Sacramento,
was pinned in the wreckage of Portland, Ore., Sept. 25-28.
By GARY KALE
Monday when he slammed a after a public apology which eight on Labor Day. Three but Rod wriggled off each time
Hill and Lunn were aglow 12 Calif., golfer demonstrated the
the single-engine plane which
UPI Sports Writer
bases-loaded triple for three ended his three-day suspension more were favored to make it and then scored the only
apparently lost power, struck a pros who qualified Monday. The importance of putting Monday
RBIs and bunted safely to send for running out on the New today. If form holds up, it could service break of the set for a 4tree and landed in a small Hartford tourney was the final when he utilized his skills on
be 6-1 against the United States 2 lead when Denny stretched
Willie Davis now knows the home another run in the Twins' York Yankees.
one
used
ravine.
determining the greens in taking the $100,000 strain Joe Dimaggio was under 7-5 victory
for
The 28-year-old
first base- with defending champion Ar- high for a backhand volley and
over Cleveland.
Greater Hartford Open tour- when the Yankee slugger set
Two other men died in the qualifiers.
who
reinstated thur Ashe of Gum Spring
was
In other American League man,
)Va., knocked it into the bottom of
Behind Hill in point standings nament on a four-hole sudden the all-time record for hitting in action, Boston
crash of the green and white
the net. Scores were 6-4, 4-6, 4beat Oakland, 6- Monday after explaining to club carrying the entire load.
Cessna. They were identified as was Billy Casper with 834; death playoff.
consecutive games.
It's
already
2, Baltimore shut out Chicago President Michael Burke and
3-1 against 6, 6-2, 6-3.
"I think I finally realized that
Glenn Eugene Bela, 37, the Deane Beman 834; Gay Brewer
Dimaggio hit safely in 56 at Milwaukee, 8-0, Washington Manager Ralph Houk that he Arthur in his upper half of the
Packs Ailing Elbow
pilot, and another passenger, 835; Lunn 835; Frank Beard you've got to make those shot straight eames before Al Smith split
Ashe knocked over Santana,
a twin-bill with California, had become depressed because draw. He wheeled into the
Frank Farrell, 23, both of Des 836; Lou Graham 840; Dan putts," Lunn said following the and Jim I3agby of Cleveland, taking
of
stories about his alleged quarters Monday by blasting 7-5, 6-1, 6-8, 6-4 and headed for
the first, 4-0, and
Moines, Iowa. The men were Sikes Jr. 840; Grier Jones 841; victory, his first on the tour combined to halt the streak on dropping
financial plight, said he will 1956 champ Manuel Santana of the clubhouse to pack
the
second,
his ailing
8-7,
New
headed for Des Moines for Kermit Zarley 842; Lee Trevino this year. "My whole game July 17, 1941.
York split with Seattle, winning apologize to his teammates in a Spain with 21 aces in four sets right elbow in ice as a
842;
feels
and
Bert
good
now,"
Greene 843.
he added after
Marciano's birthday party. He
Davis presently is carrying a 5-1, in 13 innings, and Detroit clubhouse meeting before to- but finds himself hemmed in by precautionary measure to ease
The field at the Alcan will be he beat Dave Hill in a playoff string of 29. It isn't much by
would have been 46 Monday.
won the first game of a twin- night's game with the Seattle Australia's Rod Laver, Ken a chronic case of tendonitis.
The body of the "Brockton made up of 30 players from for the $20,000 first prize over the DiMaggio standard, but it oill
Rosewall and Roy Emerson, Emerson dusted off Roy
with Kansas City, 5-4, in 10 Pilots.
blockbuster", arrived early Great Britain, Canada, Europe, the hot, humid Wethersfield ties a Dodger record set by innings
"I know a lot of the players who also advanced in the same Barth of San Diego, 6-3,
but
the
6-0, 6-3,
Royals
came
clack
today
must be looking down on me," bracket.
at
Boston's
Zach Wheat 53 years ago.
Logan the Far East, South Africa, Country Club course.
His next foe is and Rosewall eliminated Romato take the nightcap, 3-2.
Prior to the Hartford Open
International Airport and was Australia, New Zealand and the
Davis collected
two hits
nian Davis Cupper Elie Nastase,
In
the National League, he said. "That's why I want to Rosewall on Wednesday.
Lunn had won only $42,000 on Monday as Los Angeles defeattransported
explain my actions and apoloto
the Hickey. United States.
Today's Agenda
6-1, 7-5, 4-6, 6-3 but suffered a
Pittsburgh
romped
over
Atlanthe tour this year and his last ed the New York Mets, 10-6,
Funeral Home in Brockton.
Today it was second-seeded mild injury to his right side in
ta, 3.-1, Los Angeles took New gize to them just as I am
victory was the Atlanta Classic and stayed a half-game behind
His
apologizing to the newspaper- John Newcombe of Australia the process.
wife, Mrs. Barbara undefeated heavyweight king.
York,
10-6,
San
Francisco
He
had compiled a perfect in May of 1968.
Mercian°, came from their Ft.
men and the public now," said vs. 15th-seeded Marty Riessen
first place San Francisco in the
The ladies, idle in singles
Lunn birdied the fourth extra hotly contested Western Divi- trounced Montreal, 12-2, St. Pepitone at Monday's press of Evanstovr
Lauderdale home with their 16- record of 49 victories — 43 of
n, 111,, third-seeded until
Wednesday, gave the
Louis
toppled
Houston,
6-2,
them
and
by
knockouts
hole
to
turn
back the challenge sion, The defeat dropped the
in his,
year-old daughter Mary Ann for
conference.
The
conference Tony Roche of Australia,. vs. 41- semi-finalists a mild shakeup as
San
Diego
defeated
Philadelprofessional bouts.
of Hill, a three-time winner on Mets 4/
the funeral services.
1
2 games behind Chicago phia, 5-2. A contest between followed a 40-minute meeting of year-old Pancho
Gonzalez of four of them reached the.
A funeral Mass will be cele- the tour this year. Both players in
Mercian°, born Rocco Marchthe East.
Chicago and Cincinnati was Pepitone with Burke and Houk Malibu, Calif., and 10th-seeded semifinals.
brated
landed
Thursday
in two on the green on
at Brockton's
egiano, the son of a shoe
in the Yankee clubhouse.
Fred Stolle of Australia vs. Sixth-seeded Nancy Richey of
Retains Lead
postponed because of rain.
factory worker, captured the St. Colman's Roman Catholic Ch- the par-4 18th hole, fourth hole
Pepitone, who was suspended Roger Taylor of England.
San Francisco retained its
San Angelo, Tex., in her first
5
/
1
2
Games Ahead
world heavyweight chamtpion- urch where the Maxciano's were! of the playoff, Hill putted from lead in the West by mauling
and fined $500 for jumping the
If there's to be a pleasant Forest Hills since 1966, exerThe
Twins'
them
victory
put
25 feet and missed his bid for a Montreal, 12-2, Pittsburg
ship by knocking out Jersey Joe married.
h rout- 51/2 games in front of Oakland club last Friday, said the surprise for the American cised her usual hex over thirdAnother mass will be sung at birdie while Lunn rammed in a ed Atlanta, 7-1, St.
newspaper stories about his cause, it'll probably have to seeded Billie Jean
Walcott
in
13 rounds at
Louis in
the American 'League's
King of Long
St. Pius Church in Ft. Lauder- 15-tooter for his birdie three stopped
Philadelphia Sept. 23, 1952.
Houston, 6-2
and Western Division. Dean Chance financial troubles and possible come from
Earl "Butch" Beach, Calif., 6-4, 8-6, after
He reigned until April 27, dale Friday with burial in the and the championship. The defeated Philadelphia, 5-2. The picked
involveme
nt
with mafia loan Buchholz of St. Louis who faces being down 2-5 in the final set.
up his fifth win with the
playoff started on the 15th hole. Chicago at Cincinnati games
1956, when he retired as Queen of Heaven cemetery.
victory, while McDowell sharks were not true.
Hill birdied both the 17th and were postponed by
rain and dropped to 15-12. Rick Renick "Those stories and some
..••••••••
18th holes of regulation play to rescheduled
Wednesday also had a two-run homer for other things had been building
for
011111110.041M 0411111111. 411M.04111W 041.1..MOM
force the playoff.
04•10.0.8er
up inside me," he said. "But I
night.
the victors, his third.
I;unn had a final round fourIn the American League, Rico Petrocelli's grand-slam want to emphasize that I have
unaer-par 67 and Hill a 66.
not had financial problems and
Minnesota beat Cleveland 7-5, home run, his 34th homer
of the ,ever
Dave Stockton of San Bernar- Baltimore shut out
have been involved with
Chicago; 8-0, year,
paced
Boston
over
dino, Calif., in with a 66, Boston surprised
Oakland, 6-2, Oakland, as Lee Stange won his loan sharks or the Mafia. Right
finished third with a 269, New York beat Seattle,
6-1, and first game as a starter in more now I am $4800 in debt— and
followed by Gay Brewer and then dropped a 5-1,
13-inning than two months. Sal Bando that's not much."
Bert Greene, tied with 271s. game to the Pilots,
Washington homered for the losers, his 21st.
Next in line were Howie whitewashed California
, 4-0, Boog Powell connected for his
NEW GM
Johnson at 272 and Jack before losing to the
Angels, 8-7, 31st homer
of the year
Nicklaus
at
273.
and Detroit and Kansas City highlighted a 13-hit
LOCATED ON BAIL Y ROAD OUT FR OM ;
Baltimore
CHICAGO (UPI)— Pat Wilsplit a doubleheader, the Tigers attack as Jim Palmer
won his liams, former business manaFIVE -POINTS JUST OFFOF HIGHWAY
winning the first in 10-innings, llth straight in shutting
WINS SEVEN EVENTS
out the ger of the Philadelphia 76ers,
5-4, and the Royals taking the White Sox. Palmer
scattered was named general manager of
WARSAW, Poland (UPI)— A nightcap, 3-2.
six hits in raising his record to the
Chicago Bulls Friday,
Davis drove in two runs and 14-2.
touring American track and
field team won seven events scored twice as Los Angeles 'Mike liegan's three-run ho- succeeding Dick Klein.
Klein, who organized the
Friday in an eight-nation meet zeroed in on starter Jerry mer in the 13th paced Seattle's
syndicate
which founded the
Koosman and reliever
at the Skra Club Stadium.
Cal comeback victory over the
PLANNED AND ENGINEERED
Ben Vaughan of the United Coonce for seven runs in the Yankees after Mel Stottlemyre Bulls, said he would remain a
director of the club and retain
States scored a double in the first two innings.
had stifled the Pilots on a six- his 20 per cent stock
FOR YOUR COMFORT AND CONVIENCE
interest.
San Francisco rapped four hitter 'in the
sprints, winning the 100 meter
opener. Bobby
dash in 10.4 seconds and the 200 Montreal pitchers for 15 hits, Murcer slammed out two solo He gave a reason for his
resignation as a difference in
with Ken Henderson and Jim homers in the first
meters in 20.9 seconds.
game to "operating philosophy" between
7S3-5645
Davenport leading the attack raise his season's
312 No. 4th Street
total to 21. himself and the board of
by driving in seven runs
Homer Highlights Game
directors.
between
them. Don Mason Washington's first game
shutcontributed four hits and Bobby out over California
HOSTS WINTER GAMES
was highBonds chipped in
with two lighted by a three-run homer
safeties and stole his 39th base. off the bat of Mike
LAKE PLACID, N.Y.(UP!)
Epstein, his
— Notification
was
received Ray Sadecki gave up six hits in 24th of the year.
winning
his
fifth game. Bill In
here Friday from the Federathe
nightcap,
Sandy
tion Internationale Sports Stoneman of no-hit fame lost Alomar tripled home two runs
Universites in Turin, Italy, that his 16th decision.
in the sixth inning and scored
Hit Consecutive Homers
Lake Placid won the honor of
the winning run on a wild pitch,
Gene Alley and Willie Stargell as the Angels
FOR MORE INFORMAT ION CALL:
hosting the 1972 World Colletwice came from -a-giate Winter Games. More than hit consecutive homers in the behind.
inning as Pittsburgh
500 athletes are expected to third
Detroit won the lead contest
compete in the February, 1972, dropped Atlanta three games of its twin-bill with Kansas City
off the pace in the West. Bob when Ike Brown's
games.
triple scored
Moose scattered seven hits in Willie Horton
with the tiewinning his 10th game in 12 breaking run in
4hom 0411111004.M111. 411111W u 4WWW 04M1110,04111M10,01111M10.0-.U41111mm WINS EXACTS
the 10th and
decisions. Gary Kolb, who Brown then tallied
what proved
WASHINGTON, Pa, (UPI)— struck out his first three times the decisive run on Jim Price's
up,
singled
home
two
runs for sacrifice fly.
An
unidentified
ticketholder
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ..
won $36,747.40 Monday in the the Pirates.
In the nightcap, Luis Alcaraz'
Steve Carlton capped a five- two-out ninth
BEGIN SAVING WITH A $25 DEPOSIT!
Big Execta at the Meadows
inning single
run seventh inning with a three- scored pitcher
Harness Track.
Moe Drabowsky
Princess Strong and Chessie run homer that earned him his from second to give the Royals
Wick in the eighth race and 16th win of the season. The the margin of victory.
Noble Van and Little Angie in Cards broke a scoreless tie
the ninth (4-1-2-1) made up the when Dal Maxvill drove in two
runs with a bases loaded single
winning combination,
off Don Wilson, John Edwards
Even in grade school, young'homered for Houston.
sters can use up a lot of
Ivan Murrell's two-run triple
cash for clothes, books, les
in the first inning staked San
sons, supplies, other backDiego to a 2-0 lead and the
to-school expenses. And
Padres held on to beat the
costs skyrocket in high
school and college. Never
Phils as rookie righthander
mind. We're in business to
Clay Kirby, with relief help
help give youngsters a good
from Bill McCool and Gary
start in life. Come in and
The Irish Net
Ross, gained his fourth win in
talk it over where you're
22 decisions.
No. 1, not an 8-figure computer number.

BASEBALL ROUNDUP
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Pepitone To Take
His Case To Team

National League
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NOW OPEN!
1
!MOBILE HOME VILLAGE i

Only One 1969 Model TV
Set Left!!
But We'll Give
BIG DISCOUNTS
on our
NEW 1970 MODEL

1211

Curtis-Mathes

LARGE SPACES

Television Sets

TV Service Center

Y
*
n't Be Had

WATER & SEWERS

CABOISMIII AVAILABLE
7511195

IDAY

unfighter"

t it!!!

otts

over
your
• head
in school
expenses?

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

NOTICE -

1ECHNIC0L0Rz

I

American League
Like a pitcher who dreams of
hitting home runs, Minnesota

With Additional $25 Deposits

Buy Above Set for Only '2.25
"Extra Laming"
rASSBOOKS

88mg

30 mg

IIJOS

1231

Businm Established 1874
REGULAR
SAVINGS

51% 5% 41%
Minimum

Withdrawable
December 31

MURRAY BRANCH

Withdrawable
Anytime

ef
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL SAVINGS
IL LOAN ASSN.
301 E. Main
?hone 753.7921

hOWBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
MIDWEST STOCK EXOHANGE

Stephen L. Yarbrough
208 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Telephone 753-8811

To All Interested
Merchants

There are nearly 100 merchants
in all kinds of businesses who want
to help organize'a non-profit credit
and collection agency.
Any merchant who has not been
contacted, who wants to help organize this agency please contact us at
once.
You are invited to join us. This
agency will le owned and operated
by, and will be for the benefit of, the
merchants.

CALL 753-7381

SEE US FOR A
BACK-TO-SCHOOL

cLOAN,
LOANS
UP TO

$5,000
CREAWL
Rirr
OF tWIRIf

Murray
In Bel-Air Center
Bob LaMastus, Mgr. Phone 753-5573
WE MAKE 2ND MORTGAGE REAL
ESTATE LOANS
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King-Turner Wedding
Solemnized In Fulton

"Dam.-AUT.
%oft
Should her
parents divorce?

—In an
FULTON, Ky..
impressive candlelight c e r emony Friday evening, Aug. 8,
at 7,p.m., Miss Kathie Jo King
and James Chester Turner were
united in marriage at Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Fulton. The Rev. W. W. Kitterman, minister of the church,
performed the double-ring ceremony.
large fan-shaped basket of
white gladioli centered the altar
area of the sanctuary. Fern
balls of jade greenery and brass
spiral candlabras holding white
tapers formed the background.
The family pews were marked
DEAR ABBY: I am absolutely beside myself with the
with white satin bows and the
news my parents gave me this morning. They drove over
aisles with brass hurricane
Isere and calmly announced that after 44 years of marriage
lamps.
they are getting a DIVORCE! I honestly believe they have
Pre-nuptial music was pretaken leave of their senses.
sented by Mrs. Nelson Tripp and
They have had their differences like all married couples,
Miss Randa Nabors, vocalists,
and Miss Peggy Connell, organbut they have never separated—not even for one day. I can't
ist. Miss Nabors and Miss Conimagine what has come over them.
nell were classmates of the
Dad says that he is 70, and if the good Lord gives him
bride.
another five years, he wants to live them in peace. Mother
The bride, given in marriage
who is 69 says she feels the same way.
by her father, wore a white wedI suggested a larger apartment with TWO bedrooms,
ding gown of silk organza over
frequent separate vacations, a trial separation—ANYTHING,
peau de soie. The elegant creaand
over
thought
it
have
they
insist
they
divorce.
But
but
tion
was fashioned with a hi-lo
and
children
this is what they both want. Abby, they have
southern belle neckline of bridal
grandchildren who love and respect them. What can we tell
lace over organza, dipping low
people? How can parents disgrace their families that way? I
,n the back to meet the chapelTHEIR DAUGHTER
would like your opinion.
length train. Her long lace
sleeves were finished with rufmake
right
to
a
have
parents
Your
DAUGHTER:
DEAR
fles, falling gracefully on her
their own decisions, for their own reasons, without loss of
hands. The gently moulded
love or respect from their children and grandchildren. And
bodice -was trimmed in peau
it they choose to terminate their marriage after 44 years,
d'ange lace with hand-sewn
together
as
stayed
they
where is the "disgrace"? Perhaps
crystals centering the many
long as they did out of consideration for you. They need comfI ower s. The skirt also had
passion, not criticism.
matching peau d'ange lace and
crystals.
The bride's shoulder-length ilDEAR ABBY: When I read the letter in your column
lusion veil was attached to a
from the man who named his parakeet "STUPID" because
headpiece of net petals and seed
he couldn't get the bird to utter one word, I wondered if
pearls. She carried a cascade
maybe the MAN wasn't stupid. Chances are he has himself
bouquet, featuring a white ora she-bird instead of a he-bird. And everyone knowns that
chid
in the center, surrounded
females
when it comes to parakeets, only the male talks. The
by roses with puffs of tulle and
eggs.
laying
maybe
except
anything,
for
aren't good
greenery.
A MALE [OF COURSE]
Miss Debra Beard_ served as
maid of honor and the bridesDEAR MALE: What do you mean, "The females aren'tmaids were Miss 'Patricia -Holligood for anything, EXCEPT maybe laying eggs"? That: day, Miss Nancy Easterwocd,
strikes me as a function at least equal in importance to
classmates of the bride, and
vocalizing. Typical masculine attitude. The female lays the
Miss Kay King, sister of the
eggs and the rooster does the crowing.
bride. They wore identical turquoise gowns of chiffon over tafDEAR ABBY: I'll bet the following open letter could
feta, styled with high necklines,
banded with white Venice lace
have been written by thousands of girls across the country.
interwoven with deep sapphire
And I hope thousands of girls learn from it:
velvet ribbon. The bands of VenDear "Friends,"
ice lace with inserts of velvet
Remember me? I'm your old girl friend. The one you
ribbon, formed a rounded effect
in front extending to the edge
used to have so much fun with before you met "him."
of the shoulder and continuing
I'm the one you suddenly didn't have time for—the one you
to a rounded effect in the back
would call at the last minute and cancel your plans with
because "he" called.
and with long velvet ribbon
I'm the one who was never included In your party plans
streamers. Their matching headbecause I didn't have a steady and couldn't always get a
pieces of turquoise chiffon bows
date.
were attached to shoulder-length
I'm the one who sat patiently and listened to you talk
matching tube. They each carreally
you
never
sterling,
but
patterns
and
china
about
ried
a long-setmmed white rose
cared what I had to say.
with turquoise tulle ang satin
Then the diamond appeared on YOUR finger . . and
streamers.
you suddenly remembered me.again. You asked me to shell
Attending Mr. Turner as'eiest
for
shower
another
$50
gown,
and
bridesmaid's
$50
for
a
out
man
was his father, C. A. Turand weddine gifts. I gave countless hours of time and effort
ner. Ushers and groomsmen
and
all
wedding
the
member
of
a
performing the duties of
were Johnny Reeder of Fulton,
I have to show for it is a closet full of once-worn dresses
Joe Copeland of Water Valley,
I didn't even like, a low bank balance, sore feet and hurt
and J. M. Smith .of Memphis,
feelings.
Tenn.
So, "friends," you may have forgotten me, but I'll never
Mrs. King, mother of the
forget you—or the lessons you taught me.
bride, wore a deep pink crepe
HURT AND BITTER
dress with a matching lace coat
and matching accessories. Her
you
again.
remember
She'll
Don't
cry.
DEAR HURT:
corsage was a white orchid.
When the baby comes.
Mrs. C. A. Turner, mother of
the groom, wore a Henry Lee
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FULL OF QUESTIONS": A good
original in aqua Venetian lace
marriage is not "lock". It's the result of constant and
over matching silk linen. Her
accessories were aqua and her
conscious effort. It's giving and forgiving. Knowing when to
corsage was a white orchid.
talk and when to keep quiet. ALL marriages are beautiful.
Mrs. Claud Linton, maternal
It's the living together afterwards that's difficult.
grandmother of the bride, wore
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal a twc-piece light blue shantung
reply write to Abby. Box 0700, Los Angeles, Cal. 100069, and dress with black accessories.
Her corsage was white carnaenclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
tions.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Weddhig."
Mrs. J. D. K i n g, paternal
send Si to Abby, Box 6970e, Los Angeles, Cal. SONS.
grandmother of the bride, wore
a two-piece grey knit, with black
aceeqsories. Her corsage was

By Abigail Van Buren

white cal nations.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception was given by the bride's parents in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
Serving at the bride's table
were Miss Cathy Coleman and
Miss Sandra Gilliand. Miss Dianne Foster was at the guest
register. Miss Cindy King, sister
of the brid e, presented the
guests with rice bags fashioned
from tulle in the bridal colors.
Later in the evening Mr. and
Mrs. Turner left for a wedding
trip to New Orleans, La. For
traveling the bride wore an ecru
lace dress, trimmed with narrow embroidered van - colored
braid and matching accessories.
She wore the orchid from her
bridal bouquet.
They are presently making
their home in Murray, where
Mr. Turner will be graduated
in January from Murray State
University.

—
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§y United Press International
To make an unusual five-inch
bow for a gift package, cut
ribbon into 14 pieces, each 16
inches long. Make a figure eight
from each piece. Moisten and
secure at the center. Then
moisten and attach one figure
eight crosswise at the center of
another. Continue attaching
figure eights to the center,
crosswise each time, until the
bow is complete.
***

Benton Flower Show
Planned Sept. 20
ments need not be grown by exhibitors, but must be arranged
by the same. No artificial flowers or foliage will be permitted
in the show. All potted plants
must have been in possession of
the exhibitor at least three
months. Horticulture consultant
is Mrs. Dorothy Schmaus, 5277451; artistic class, titled No.
6 miniatures, consultant is Mrs.
Gordon Anderson, 527-9302.
The exhibits will be judged by
the standards set by the National Council of State Garden Clubs
Inc.
" Mrs. H. W. Ford, general
son on the classification com- chairman of the show, expresses
mittee.
the hope that this will be a most
Materials used in arrange. successful showing and invites
everyone to enter.
burns can be caused by wind as
well as sun, and that even on a
cloudy day it is possible to get a
severe burn.
• *
—BenBENTON, Ky.,
ton Town and Country Garden
Club will have its annual flower
show on Saturday, Sept. 20, at
the home of Mrs. E. M. Wolfe,
544 Mayfield Highwa ye The
theme for the show is "A Wedding At Home."
All entries must be in by 9:30
a.m. Sept. 20. They will be accepted from 8 a.m. to 9:30 a.m.
and must be removed between 4
and 4:30 p.m. the same day. All
entries must be placed by exhibitors, accompanied by a per-

By United Press International
For lunch-carriers who want
hot and cold food at the same
meal: a new product that
combines a wide-mouth vacuum,
bottle, for hot foods, soups and
beverages, with an insulated
snack jar for cold salads and
desserts. The two snap together
with a ring to be carried as
single unit. Each part also can
used separately. The complete
unit fits workmen's lunch kits.
(Thermos Tandem Pack,
Thermos Division, King-Secley
Thermos Co., Norwich. Conn.).

be

*4*

Safety's the reason for a bar
attached to the bathtub rim.
Small children and elderly
persons grip the thing when
stepping into and out of the tub.
One dual-purpose unit provides a
13-inch bar with space
underneath for soap and bathing
accessories. Easily sponged
clean, the vinyl bonded tray is
water and rustproof.
(Brearley ..Co., 2107
Kishwaukee St., Rockford, Ill.).

Regardless of what type of
paint you have used, rinse and
comb brush bristles into shape,
let dry and wrap in heavy paper.
Store brush in either a
suspended or a flat position to
Tuesday, September 2
keep bristles straight.
The Kappa Department of the
*4*
Murray Woman's Club will have
Attractive,
colorful, child-size
a patio potluck supper at 6:30
dishes
help'
to
make meals a
house.
Mrs.
club
at
the
p. as.
Wash floors before waxing.
Harlan Hodges will give a book happy time. Silver also should be
Only
a surface which has been
review. Hostesses are Mesdames child -size and easy to
or
Bob Billington, Joseph L Rose, manipulate. Dishes that do not thoroughly cleaned with soap
a
good
suds
provides
detergent
Howard Brandon, Tommy Chr- upset or break spare the child
base for a new finish.
isp, Hugh T. Rushing, Jackie
and family from frustration.
Winchester, Bioll Wyatt, and
* 4*
They are difficult for a small
Charles Thomas.
To brighten an oil painting
• ••
child to handle. Serve the
The Lottie Moon Circle of sherbet type foods in a sauce sponge _gently with mild
soapsuds. Don't soak the canvas.
the First Baptist Church WMS dish.
* *
will meet at the hothe 'of Mrs.
Just lightly wipe the*: surface
A. W. Russell at 7:30 p. m. Note
To get that tan without clean.
change in date.
suffering through a painful
• ••
sunburn
this summer, medical
A new electric 'skillet has
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls authorities suggest you begin family-size _capacity (5% quarts),
will meet at the Masonic Hall ;our tiist day with about 15 to comes in decorator colors, of
at seven p. m. An initiation 20 minutes of exposure each on avocailo or harvest gold and
will be held.
your face and back and then features a removable heat
•••
extend the period in the sun control unit. The skillet can be
The Elm Grove Baptist Chur- each day. Increase exposure by
immersed in water for easy
ch WMS will have a council
meeting at the home of Mrs. one third the second day, cleaning.
(West Bend Company, West
George Cossey at 7:30 p. in. another third the third day, and
•••
so on. Remember that painful Bend, Wis.).
The New Concord Parent and
Teacher Club will meet at New
Concord School at 7:30 p. m.
•••
Group TI of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the First
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI) - instrument of torture and
Christian Church will meet at
few
the church library at two p.
Silence is golden, they say. But providing . the
FRANKLIN AND MARSHALL COLLEGE'S first coeds line up for
with Mrs. Mary Bordeaux as it is the great enemy of the prisoner-residents with a more or
registration in Lancaster, Pa. There will be about a hunthe speaker. Mrs. P. A. Hart is teacher, says Robert E. Phelps, less luxurious existence.
dred at the 182-year-old educational institution.
hostess and Mrs. Gregg Miller
executive secretary of the
•
is cohostess.
Pennsylvania State Education
•••
Association (PSEA).,
Wednesday, Septerriktro
400
Phelps told
The ladies day lunctilign will
be served at 12:15 p in. at the teachers-in-training that young
Oaks Country Club. Call Freda teachers must be fully aware of
Butterworth at 753-12:93 or Ef- the potential evil of silence when
fie Vaughn 753-3158 for reserit comes to working out public
vations. Other hostesses are
June Crider, Josephine Mc- school problems. He said that
Lemore, June Wilson, Kathryn out of silence grows "the
Cain, Jane Boyd, Shirley Dar- baseless rumor, the frenzied
nall, Dorthea Fike, Lenore Li- exaggeration and the
gon, Cathryn Garrott, Gaynelle unmitigated lie."
Williams, and Margaret GreenAs an example, Phelps noted
field.
•••
that legends and misconceptions
The Cherry Corner Baptist grew up around the Bastille, the
Church WMS will meet at the infamous prison of the French
church at 7:30 p. in.
Revolution, that made it a
S e.
The Faxon Mothers Club Is symbol of despotism -- due only
scheduled to meet at the Faxon to the secrecy surrounding the
School at 1:30 p.
castle and the strict prohibitions
•••
against gaining entrance,
The Flint Baptist Church resulting in a reputation for
WMS is scheduled to meet at
torture and horror.
the church at seven p. in.
He said that after its capture
•• •
in 1789, the Bastille was found
Thursday, September 4
The Town and Country Home- to be just an ordinary prison
makers Club will meet at the containing, in fact, not a single
home of Mrs. Jules Harcourt,
1710 Magnolia, at 7:30 p.
• ••
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 1.30
p. m. with the program, "Gardens of Greece" by Mrs. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr. Hostesses
will be Mesdames Gene Brandon, Morrison Galloway, C.
SAV-RITE buys the finest quality drugs in large quantities
Wesley Waldrop, V. E. Windsor, and Guy Billington.
direct from leading pharmaceutical firms to get the
• ••
lowest possible prices and pass the savings
Friday, September 5
on to you — our huge volume of
The Senior Citizens Club will
meet at the Community Centbusiness makes this possible.
sr at 12 noon. A potluck lun-.—
•••• OM•am 4•40
41E.•MD
•••••INI
1.• Melia
The warm greeting of
omr •11.• MN.•IIMO
mi. amp ••••
cheon will be served'. Hostesses
. meow unisim amen efiereia Mairri
••1410 Mb•
your Welcome Wagon
are Mrs. Olive Hagan, Mrs. Car•
This Week's
I II
hostess with "The Most
rie Cole, and Mrs Goldin Curd.
BEAT THE COLD SEASON
III
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You'll Find Our Total Discount
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Instant
*Friendship
‘
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"S" BACKWARDS still stands for school, but maybe the sign painter who put it there
in Youngstown., Ohio, should be hack ill school himself.

TUESDAY — SEPTEMBER 2. 1989

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Famous Basket in the
World" will introduce
you to our community
and start you on the
way toward new and
lasting friendships.
If you are new in town.
call

Here's a way to clear a broom
closet of extra equipment: a
rolling dustpan that seems to
combine carpet sweeper and
dustpan in a single unit. It
sweeps up all dirt in iLs path, and
automatically deposies it in a
built-in dustpan beneath th
sweeper. Empty the pan by
pressing a lever. Unlike a
conventional carpet sweeper
this unit works on linoleum
Phone.
wood floors, and pavements, a5
753-2378
well as carpeting.
Metropolitan Housewares
‘11.11.111M.
11111
.
.
11 11010

Linda Adams
Phone
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EXTRA DISCOUNTS FOR SENIOR CITIZENS!I
Be! Air
Shopping Center

9-9 Mon. — Sat,
1-6 Sunday
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Bache L Co. believes. By midSeptember

MURRAY,

may be possible

it

to determine

whether

the bear

has been concluded and

phase

whether the market has entered
a transitional period preparatory to a sustained upward move,
the firm adds. Post-Labor Day
trading activity could see a
pick-up

in

volume,

a

more

aggressive institutional attitude

and more important insight as
whether the July 30 closing low
DEAR ABBY: I have never found physical satisfaction in
my marriage, although I must admit that all the other
aspects of it are as nearly perfect as a wife could hope for.
For years I dreamed of other men while I found my
husband sadly inadequate I feel so cheap and dirty because
of my secret thoughts.
I know that I could never be unfaithful to my husband
because I have had many opportunities and have passed
them by without regrets.
Perhaps confession is good for the soul, Abby. I feel so
much better for having written this.
ASHAMED AND GUILTY
DEAR ASHAMED: You need feel neither shame nor
gam for your private thoughts. ALL normal people have
sexual fantasies. Take the word of Dr. Judd Mariner, one of
the most respected psychoanalysts of our time.
He said, "I have long felt that the biblical injunction that
placed coveting one's neighbor's wife on the same moral
level with actual adultery is one of the most psychologically
destructive heirlooms that the Judeo-Christian moral
tradition has bequeathed to us. There is a profound difference
between THOUGHT and ACTION."
DEAR ABBY: We recently moved to this midwestern
city [population approximately 90,000] from a slightly
smaller eastern suburb.
Out East we lived in the same house for six years and
didn't know any of our neighbors, except to say "Good
morning" to, which was all right with me.
As the van unloaded me here, neighbors came from all
over offering to "help." [Now, what can a woman do to
"help" two moving men unload a van?] Several women even
rang my doorbell extending invitations to come ferlunch or
coffee!
I &Mit wish to appear unfriendly or ungracious,
but I have never been the type who runs in and out of
neighbors' houses for coffee, and I would rather not start up
with them here.
Is there some nice way to refuse their invitations without
NEW HERE
appearing snobbish?
DEAR NEW: You can decline their invitations in your
unsnolibish manner, but sooner or later your friendly
neighbors are going to realize that you want nothing to do
with them. Perhaps you do not recognize simple hospitality
when you see it. Why not taste and test this new form of
neighborliness before you knock it? You may like it.
most

DEAR ABBY. The letter signed OFF MY CHEST hit the
spot. The new generation lacks something vital that the
generation before them had. Example:
Recently I telephoned the public high school iwour
neighborhood asking for a student who wished to earn $5 by
moving a pile of wood from one location to another. I
explained that it wouldn't take more than one hour. I was
told that someone would call me within a day or two. No one
called. I telephoned the school THREE times, and when I
me
had no response, I finally moved the pile myself. It took
exactly 45 minutes. Pretty good pay—$5 for 45 minutes work,
I'd say.
Again I called that high school, asking if they could send
me a young man to clear off a lot We had two calls, but as
said they
soon as they heard it was "yard work," they
----weren't interested.
We have two sons who are married now, but if they had
heard of any such opportunities to earn a little extra pocket
money while they were in high school, they'd havc been at
the door at the crack of dawn.
What is the matter with our young people today?
L. B. OF L. A.
DEAR L. B.: Many of them [but not ALL) aren't
interested in earning a dollar because they HAVE a dollar.
CONFIDENTIAL TO THE FRUSTRATED WIFE OF
MR. FIVE BY FIVE: From your letter I would say that you
have done all a loving wife can possibly do. And don't worry
about his ruining the furniture. You'll be able to buy new
furniture from the money you'll collect from his life insurance.

of 801.96 was indeed the bottom
level for the 1969 bear market,
the firm observes.
--Institutional buying interest
has been shallow, and there is
still a general reluctance to do
more than limited buying, notes
Paine, Webber, Jackson
Curtis.
eases,

selling

significant
ests

The intermediate term
has

improved

positive,
Further

the

but
firm

testing

outlook

is

will

not

yet

observes.
probably

the nurrent rally in the
market. The intermediate term
outlook has improved but is not
yet positive, the firm observes.
Further testing will probably
follow the current rally.
follow

An end in the long bear
market in utilities may be near,
says Walston az Co. The group
stands to benefit from better
earnings growth than industrials over the next couple of
years, attention from regulatory
agencies
beginning
to
recognize and understand the
need for rate relief, and easing
of interest rates. It is interesting to note, the firm says, that
institutions were buyers of utilities during the second quarter of
1969.
--Wright
Advisory
Reports
believes the prospects for the
short term are still dull, but art
brightening for both the intermediate and longer terms.
Since World War II, every
major stock market decline has
ended in September or October
— none later and none earlier,
the firm observes. However,
the market's internal action,
while unquestionably becoming
stronger "does not yet show an
unquestioning conviction
by
aggressive buyers...that now is
the time to climb on the bull
market band wagon," the firm
adds.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
State
Department says it
regrets North Korea's refusal
to tell the United States what
happened to the three crewmen
of a U.S. helicopter downed
over North Korea Aug. 17.
Spokesman Robert J. McCloskey said Wednesday that at a
meeting with the secretary of
the United Nations Command
the North Koreans refused to
disclose any information about
the
crew
or
the
craft.
McCloskey said the United
States also has asked for
a separate
Information in
message through the Military
Armistice Commission.
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4 Slave
5 Essence
1-Knock
6-Agrees to
4-Mountain
4-A cotin.ot
7-Soak
nymph
8-Comfort
9 Prefix - three
6-Rugged
9.Inrtials of 26th
mountain crest
12-Goddess
of
President
healing '
I I -Egg dish
10-Weirder
13-Scorched
13-Out of date
12-Note of scale
15-Symbol for
14 Possesses
14-Tropical fruit
tantalum
15-7hree pronged
16-Pointers
(171-)
spear
18-Sun god
17 Flower
19-Earth goddess
4 17-Chore
20-Gaelic
21-Journey forth
19-Opening
23-Phyisician
22-Prepare for
(abbr )
20-Unlock
48 Sum
Wont
37-Reves1
24.Exclamation
21 Peachacross
24-Wife of Zeus
51 Paradise
38 One of Three
23 Choke .
25 Danish island
26-Article of
53-Seines
Musketeers
fewelry
Obtains
57-Finish
27
27 Fall guy
39 Tints
28-Female ruff
58-Saint (abbr.)
41 Weary
(slang)
30 Measure
29.ftern of property
60-Greek letter
43 Full of chinks
duration of
29-Landed
31 Stalk
Note
of
scale
Printer's
62
44
32 Partner
30-For example
33-Rupees (abbr.) 35-Figures of
64-Latin
measure
(abbr
34-Goddess of
conjunction
46-Teutonic deity
speech
discord
31 Mature
7
36-Pierce
MM
.6
32 Eelfisherman
1111;:i2 4
38-Con1unction
1111144 34-Equality
;NS
40-leave out
14
35-Sun god
12
i1
42 Look fixedly
%NM
36 Edible
45.0eftnite
liV18
le
Ki:
article
rootstock
111
.41:
..
17•II*'
:::*
47-Send forth
$
37 Marsh bird
27
49-Ireland
,
r
e 19 20
39 Scoffing
50-Rabbil
1%95
23I. 42 Direction
52-Metal
••4
•78
25 .0'26
71
43-Soapstone
54-Printer's
il:!•&
44 Word of sorrow
measure
30 gill
"
55 HypotP'etical
46 Trumpeter bird
force
48 Outlawed
37 04:4:411,.••:.
56 Strikes out
goo wee36UI *,1‘..:•1‘:
baseball pitch
Kg...0:4.
599-Faroe Islands
44
a
43
41
Xi
42
39
4•X 40
51 Number
whirlwind
a
52-Memoranda
61 Calm
48 Xiit 49
46 49:::47 Ill
alp
63.Bear witness
54 Mans name
Mt..
0.4'•
to
55 Greekletter
"•;•;•••
&CVO.54
53
52
65-Dispatches
ill
51 'XX:
J'Alt
56-Embrace
641-Legal seal
••
57 Tattered cloth
Eury:kiiiiii
(abbr
57
.4145.6
6
ill
67-Afternoon Party
.4. gm
mg4
64
6
•
ill
II

1 11=).:•:,.

pressure

resistance

reduced, but it would take more

601216 0000 ROO
MOO 060P VOD
NOMMO UOMIMOU

ACROSS

As

upside

GASP!-.ISLILIII!-• DON'T
LET IT WORRY `IOU,
EARTHQUAKE BA BY!?
NOBODY'S
PERFECT!!

lfflill •
nal

4-Unlock
5.Rages
6-Superlative
ending
7.Coniunction
8-Gives up hope
9-Unit
10 Hurried
11 Suffix:
adherent of
16-Lairs
18-Temporary
shelter
20 Heraldicdevice
21-Masts
24 Claw
25 Jumps
26 Long legged
bird
28 Baby horse
33 Mans name
1

1

3

12
'IS

SEE? IT'SHOWS A BUNCI-4 OF
PIRATE5 AND FOREIGN LEGIONNAIRES
FIGHTING SOME C000c15, AND SOME
LIONS AND TIGERS AND ELEPHANTS
LEAPING THROUGH THE AIR TOWARD A
GIRL(4X 15 TED TO A SUBMARINE

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
1969 agSicultural census probably will show there are fewer

farms in the United States than
at any time in nearly a
century, according to the
Census Bureau. It said Wednesday the census, to be conducted
in January, will count fewer
than 3 million farms, compared
with 3.2 million in 1964. That
year, the average farm was 352
acres, compared with the 1935
average of 155 acres.

WASHINGTON (UPI) —
District Court Judge Joseph C.
Waddy issued a temporary 10day restraining order Wednesday prohibiting W. A. "Tony"
Boyle from using the United
Mine Workers Journal "as a
campaign instrument." The
order was sought by Joseph A.
Yablonski, who is opposing
Boyle's bid for re-election as
UMW president. Waddy took no
action on Yablonski's request
for an order directing the
journal to devote half of its two
September issues to Yablonski's
candidacy.
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46 Devoured
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$1799.00

What's the catch? There isn't any.
$1,799.0 the suggested retail price at the port
of entry for the VW sedan.
The price includes the Federal excise tax and
import duty.
It also includes the
heater/defroster,
windshield washer, electric windshield wipers, outside rearview mirror, padded dashboard, armrests
and sunvisors, front seat headrests, and seat belts
front and back.
Not to mention the new electric rear-window
defogger and the new ignition/steering lott;
(When the key is removed, the steering wheel is

locked in place.)
It's the price of the real thing, not a strippeddown economy model.
Wfiat else do you have to pay?
The charge for transperting the car from the
port of entry. The dealer delivery charge. And
local sales tax.
There is one optional that makes a lot of sense.
The automatic stick shift. (It eliminates the clutch
pedal.)
Well, that's it.
Unless, of course, you count the cost of gas and
dii it takes you to gethere in your present car.
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by Ernie Bushmiller
Mexico City
Nancy
Has Explosion
MEXICO CITY (UPI)
ADULTS 84
Mexico City, which now has a
THIS 15 LABOR DAY -population of 7.5 million, will
.
NEWBORN 5
•
LET'S GIVE THE BOSS AN
AUGUST 29, 1969
have 9.5 million souls within a
few years, according to Leopoldo
EASY STRIP TO
ADMISSIONS
Gonzalez, director of the city
subway system.
* •
Miss Elaine Burkeen, Waldrop
OKAY
Trailor Court, Murray; Bobby Beata Dog Tags
THANKS,
Tenn.;
Dresden,
Potts, Rte. 4,
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
Mrs. Velda Welch, 505 South Had your dog tattoed lately?
KIPS
13th, Murray; Ben K. Farris,
It's the latest thing. Especially
514 South 8th, Murray; Osco Pa- for those who want to prevent
tterson, 100 Poplar St., Murray; their pet from being doraped.
Mrs. Ora J. Adams, 518 South
But the animals aren t being
13th, Murray; Mrs. Ode Lofton, indelibly adorned with such well
Rte. 6, Benton.
known tattoes as "Love, MothSEPTA,—
Beissim /L.LtER._..U I PO ON —4111.401.• *red
T.
er," sailing ships or hula dancers.
0 1%9b, th.elli hooluve 37.400,
DISMISSALS
The canine brand is the social
security number of the dog's
dence Clearwater Revival.
water Revival's "Green RivJohn Trevathan, Rte. 5, Mur- owner, placed in two rows under
Pancake Packers
Plwnb Convenient
5. "Get Together," Youngclimbed from No.
which
er,"
ray; Mrs. Irene Pickard, Rte. 1, the pet's right groin.
HOUSTON, Tex. (UPI) Dog
bloods.
ST.
Three
(UPI)
LOUIS
Rte.
4;
Wells,
No.
to
Maude
Mrs.
7
Murray;
Two University of Houston stu6. "Put a Little Love in
Night's "Easy to Be Hard,"
1, Murray; Mrs. Manon Grogan, Murray; Mrs. Inez Smith, 736 "The Pipe Line" is a telephone dents claimed the state collegiate
Your Heart," Jackie De
to 8th; Tom Jones' "I'll
13th
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. LaRue Nash Dr., Murray; Mrs. Evell answering service for persons
Shannon.
with questions about plumbing. pancake eating championship by
Never Fall in Love Again,"
Cooper, 205 South 15th, Murray;
down 363 pancakes in
7. "Lay Lady Lay," Bob
14th to 10th; and the TempBruce Crain, 900 Poplar St., Groves, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Anyone with a query about stuffing
Dylan.
NEW YORK, Aug. 30—
tations' "1 Can't Get Next to
Murray; Clarence Spann, 502 Norma Darnell, Rte. 1, Almo; plumbing or piping can get a 30 minutes.
The coeducational team- (UPI) — The top three posi8. "Easy to Be Hard,"
You," No. 11 after being unSouth and, Murray; Mrs. Zella Mrs. Carol Dick & Baby Girl, reliable answer by dialing 863and
Dog Night.
230
ratrecords
Three
ate
Murphy
pop
Russell
the
in
tions
earlier.
rated a week
McNutt, 526 South 7th, Murray. 1508 Valentine, Murray; Mrs. 0077 in St. Louis. The program
"Sweet Caroline," Neil
9.
on
based
Wanda Jones &I Baby Boy, Rte. is sponsored by the non-profit Judy Beust 112-beat a team ings by Billboard magazine
are
ratings
The
Diamond.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Sharon C. Carr- St. Louis Plumbing Industry from Rice University by almost were unchanged this week.
sales and broadcast play.
by
10. "I'll Never Fall in
Woman,"
Tonk
"Honky
pancakes.
100
Murray;
5,
Rte.
Baby
Girl,
&
oll
Council.
leaders:
The
ADULTS 80
Again," Tom Jones.
Love
the Rolling Stones, stayed on
* *
*
MurNash
Dr.,
744
Morris,
Odie
* *
1. "Honky Tonk Woman"
NURSERY 4
by
"I Can't Get Next to
closely
11.
most
followed
top,
ray; Mrs. Martha A. Hughes. Hole-in-One, But...
Rolling Stones.
MANILA (UPI) - There Johnny Cash's "A Boy
AUGUST 30, 1969
Temptations.
You,"
501 Chestnut St., Murray; Fred
ST. LOUIS (UPI) - Harold are 7.7 million Filipino women Named Sue" and the Ar2. "A Boy Named Sue,"
12. "Laughing," Guess
Murray;
Dr.,
Nash
736
Smith,
ADMISSIONS
Johnny Cash.
arfield teed off No.6 at Forest "in the reproductive age" out
Who.
Mrs. Margie Holcomb (Expired), ark, and the golf ball sank into of a total population of 35 chies' "Sugar Sugar."
13. "Polk Salad Annie,"
3. "Sugar Sugar," Archies.
inupward
moves
big
The
Murray.
5,
Rte.
Joe White.
Harvel Kemp, 1100 Birch St.,
Tony
e hole on the wrong green- million, according to government cluded Creedence Clear4. "Green River." Creestatistics.
Benton; Miss Angela Wild, Rte.
o. 14.
1, Symsonia, Miss Diane Beale,
Almo; Larry Black,Rte.1, Farmington; Mrs. Eva Farmer, Meadovrview Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Compton, Rte. 4,
Murray.

PAG

Hospital Report

Y

c• •

Top 3 Pops
Hold Ratings
On Dislc List

SHAREN TATE INFO

This
artist,
Polish
37-year-old
who paints under the name
Witold K., has been under
around-the-clock police guard
in Los Angeles since Aug. 9,
when he gave authorities information in the Sharon Tate
mass murder case.

Finns Take
To Coffee
DISMISSALS
HELSINKI (UPI) - Finns
have doubled their coffee conMrs. Annie Stalls, Rte. 2,Hazsumption in the last 10 years
and now drink about 19.8 el; Mrs. Ylvia Parker & Baby
pounds per person per year. In Boy, 1113 College Crts., Murray;
Europe only the Swedes drink Tom Farmer, 412 So. 6th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Estelle Brown,
more coffee.
2, Murray; Bobby Potts,
Rte.
* * *
lite. 4, Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs.
Maude K. Whitis, Rte. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Pearl Edwards, Rte. 1,
Benton; Dennis Boyd, Rte. 4,
Polio Fight
Murray; Mrs. Edna Clary, 402
In Mexico
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - No:Brewer, Paris, Term.; Frank
The laboratories of the Mexican Hall, Rte. 1, Maytield; John CraFederal Health Department will ig, From Cony. Div.), Rte. 2,
turn out 50 million doses of Hazel.
polio vaccine this year, officials
-report.
ADULTS 70
NURSERY 1
AUGUST 31, 1969
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111PMen's Short Sleeve
1,63
4P
)
BANLON KNIT

LADIES

OXFORD
SHIRT

ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Flossie Hopkins, 318 No.
7th St., Murray; Johnnie Downs,
Rte. 5, Murray.

Tbs Fish Net

DISMISSALS
Ben Farris, 514 So. 8th St.,
Murray; Miss Betty Timmons,
Rte. 1, Gilbertsville; Guy McCuiston. 1704 College Farm Rd,

•
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FOR THE NEW FALL TV. SHOWS I

I
I

i

All major TV networks will be
showing new and exciting shows
this Fall and Winter!

i

Be Ready!!

1

for the best in football games,
variety shows and movies!

i

I
I

1

4/

4

Sizes: S-M-1.-XL.
Colors: Bristol blue,
green, light blue, yellow, Stone lime and
Apricot.
11111.1.w-

44

MENS LONG SLEEVE

CALL MURRAY CABLEVISIONI
TODAY

SWEAT SHIRTS

Real value here in these ladies' shirts_ long toil cotton oxford permo press,
button down and bermuda
collars.. Assorted colors to
chogeo_from.

LADIES'
COLYESTER

KNIT
SHELLS

SIZES S-M-L-XL

Ladies' Long Sleeve Nylon

2tS
PAJAM

266

;111&16,

vvilf
4111111 ;"

COUPON

VALUABLE

4%4,100
MEN'S

TROL PROFESSIONAL BAR BER
-r
4
4
4

We can furnish you with more
TV variety and clearer pictures.

HALO

HAIR SPRAY

ONLY
WITH COUPON LIMIT 2

50% REDUCTION

I

. ,.

*

Good Thru 9-8-69

VALUABLE
'SOMETHING ELSE

During the Month of September

CALL TODAY AND SAVE!!

) $2.00 VAL UE

1115 No. 5th Street

Phone 753-50115

(Dial. 7534144 after 5:00 p.m. and on weekends)
111111.11*
• EDP 4■1111■••"

.assma.

-44M10..41•11*.

VALUABLE

COUPON

13.

COUPON

BEAUTY
HOME PERMANET!' 2 SUDDENSUPER
HOLD

WITH COUPON
* ,*

MURRAY CABLEVISION

qi
IN LIME. MENTHOL or REGULAR
8ie
6
8
BIG K
$1.50 VALUE
ONLY
WITH COUPON
61C
9-8-6
Good T ru
**

330

REG. 645

ON ALL INSTALLATION
CHARGES

SHAVING CREAM

OR EXT RA HOLD

REG

ood Thr

REG. or
WITH COUPON

BIG K REG. 88t
ONLY
9-8-69

510

rithtON
brick,
cArPet,
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beat,
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Deer
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nice.
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M
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Street.
older
MOM,

fine.
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;120.00
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r 3
Sha W
2 be..
duced.
FOURolis.
ir

HAIR SPRAY
REG. 66
LIMIT 2

q‘,

ONLY

*

Good Thru 9-8-69

Boy's Cotton

Briefs

3/$1

With elastic
waist band....
Sizes 4 to 12.
White.

310

We Gladly Exchange Or Refund
Acres of
Any Item Bovgf t At Big K
Free Parking
Save Your Tickets And
753-8777 9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sundays
Big K Gives 33 I/3 % Discount On All Fi; m *vice.
Sales Slips.

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

FOUR-.
7th St
firepla.
TWO-B
kr n.
garage,
cation.
CIRC
be.
rage, 1
GATES
central
THREE
Kirkw.
2 ba
iences.
DISTIN
room
Keene
rage, c
everyth
C
brick. •
everyth
home.
SEA
brick it
studed

living.

With embroidery on
Peter Pan Collar. . ..
Sizes 32-10. Colors:
:Blue, Maize.
Pin:

Mock turtle neck in sizes
32-38. Colors: White,
Black, Navy, Dark
Brown, Red, It. Blue.

VALUABLE

baths,
beat
SUN
room
back

fit

111M. 4411.11W

I ARE YOU READY? I
/

SHIRT

I

s
Sock
2 PAIR
First quality
famous name or)0n / nylon crew
socks. One !az
.
fits 10 to 13.
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THREE
Story.
central
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THREE
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POR SALE

RIAL !STATE POR SALO
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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HIILP WAMYSO

CAMELOT: lovely French Pro
WE HAVE several nice lake WANTED: Experienced paint*KAM brick, lbedroom. 2
cottages
and other lake pro- ers. Steady work. Good pay, inlaths, double garage, central
surance furnished. For further
perty.
61111t and ak. You muat see this.
Information dial 753-5287.
SEE
US
about
selling
your
proSUNSET BOULEVARD: 3-bedS-2-C
voom brick, 1% baths, fenced perty. We we free at most any
time
to
come
out and make an WANTED: Woman, part time,
back yard, all built-ins, drapes.
Excellent location and priced appraisal.
to do housework. Call 753-8453.
right.
S-2-C
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
ON
BELMONT:
3-bedroom needs come by or call GUY
brick, 2 baths, double garage, SPANN REAL ESTATE AGcarpet, central heat and aire ENCY at 518 West Main, NaN. 16TH STREET: 3-bedroom tional Hotel Building. Business
concrete block house. Electric Phone 753-7724. Home Phone:
heat, large beautiful lot, $7,- Guy Sperm, 753-2587; Louise
Our Manufacturing Plant.
500.
Baker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753located in Cadiz, Ky., has
NEW three-bedroom orick ye- 8919, Gary Young, 753-8109.
several permanent openH-S-2-C
neer in Bagwell Manor. Cathedings for production workral ceiling in living room, 2
ers willing to work any
very
and
finished
nearly
baths,
ACRE FARM, 11 miles east
shift.
nice. Moderately priced.
of Murray near Liberty Church.
If interested, please conNEW three-bedroom brick in with 3-bedroom house, bath
Meadow Green Acres, garage. with running water, partly fintact the personnel office,
Nice and moderately priced. ished. Also a basement seperate
Cadiz Spring Products
TEN-ROOM brick on So. Sixth with living quarters. Farm is
Division
Street. One of Murray's finest fenced and running spring waHoover Ball and Bearing
older homes. 2% baths, 6 bed- ter. Sale price $16,000.00.
Company
rooms, full dry basement. Real ONE ACRE commercial lot with
Cadiz, Kentucky
fine.
antique frame building on Hwy
An Equal Opportunity
CIRCARAMA: Beautiful 3-bed- 68 across from the Holiday
Employer
S-5-C
room brick home. Split bath, Restaurant in Aurora, Ky. Priccentral heat and air. Carpet is ed to sell, $18,500.00.
beautiful. Fine location and TWO-BEDROOM
cottage in
lovely home.
Keni-anna Shores, lot site 75' WANTED at once Store ManFOUR-BEDROOM brick on Col- s200'. Price $8600.00.
ager Trainee. B. S. Degree. Serlege Terrace. Central heat and WE HAVE all types and sizes vice
exempt. Salon open. Jobs
carport.
double
baths,
air, 2
of building lots in SW of Mug- Unlimited Employment Agency,
THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- ray in the city school district,
1627 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
neer on So. 11th., with income sewer and water, price $2000
Phone 442-8161.
S-2-C
apartment.
to $4000.00.
veneer
TWO-BEDROOM brick
ALSO HAVE building lots in RETAIL SALES Personel, age
on Shady Lane, 2 baths, cen- beautiful Panorama Shores, 30-55, bookkeeping experience
. tral heat and air.
price ranging from $750.00 to desired but not necessary. Apl'ITTEEN-ROOM house on Main $2000.00.
ply, P. 0. Box 426, Murray.
Street. Good investment. Cen- FOR RENT: nice 2-bedroom
S-4-NC
tral heat, well kept.
home completely furnished,
NEW DUPLEX on Peggy Ann electric heat and air condition• EVENING FR??? No ulclurDrive. Modern and with stor- lug, double garage, $100.03 per knee needed to earn 25% comage place, 2 bedrooms each month at Panorama Shores. mission demonstrating toys. No
Investment.
Car
side.
necessary.
Couples only
BAGWELL MANOR: Three-bed- FOR ALL your Real Estate Write Toy ladles Party Plan;
room brick veneer on Guthrie needs call or see FREEMAN Johnstown, Pa. 111303.
H-S-4-P
Drive. large family room, many JOHNSON, Southside Shopping
closets.
Center, Murray, Ky. Phone 753- WANTED:
Waitresses,
day
INCOME PROPERTY on Miller. 7731.
8-3-C shift, starting Sept. 15, Call
Apartment upstairs rents for
7534470 or 7534421.
TFC
$120.00 per month, 3 bedr000ma
down.
BY OWNER. Three-bedroom
THREE-BEDROOM brick on brick home with carport, large
Sha Wa Court. Double garage, den and kitchen combination,
AUTOS FOR SALO
2 baths, central air. Priced re- two ceramic tile baths. Central
duced.
heat and air-conditioning. Pon 1958 FORD two-tan truck with
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on Mag. session immediately. 753-8025 grain bed. Phone 7534971.
oil& 2 baths, central heat and or 753-2731.
S-9-C
r.
BY OWNER - three-bedroom 1967 AUSTIN-HEALY 3,000
FOUR-BEDROOM brick on So. brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on Mark M. White convertible,
7th Street. Full basement with large lot. All electric, central mint condition. Will consider
fireplace.
air and heat. Keeneland Sub- any reasonable offer. Phone
TWO-BEDROOM brick on Pop- division. $24,000.00 Phone 753- 753-4996.
S-5-C
lar near University. Attached 7525.
Sept. 13-C
GMC
Pick-ups,
new better
garage, nice yard and good lotrucks, lower prices at Hatcher
Kentucky Lake
cation.
Auto Sales, South 13th Street.
Leetherwood Development
CIRCARAMA on Fairlane: 3S-3-C
bedroom stone. Attached ga- 150 ACRES. Owners have other
rage, large lot, fine location. Interest and will make very lib- 1962 FORD
Galaxie
500,
extra
GATESBOROUGH: Two lovely eral terms or contract agree- clean, V-8,
automatic transmis9-bedroom homes. Carpeted, ment. This project need, a
sion. Call 436-2323
S-4-C
central heat and air, 2 baths. pusher. A great chance to have
THREE-BEDROOM brick on your own lake Subdivision. 42Kirkwood. Beautiful exterior, lots already sold. Call or write,
2 baths, carpet and all conven T. Pritchett, 4109 Hillsboro
Road, Nashville, Term. 37213
iences.
S-BC
DISTINCTIVE DESIGN, 4-bed- (74548).
room brick on Johnson in
Keeneland, 2 baths, double ga- LOVELY new four-bedroom
rage, central heat and air. Has tri-level house in Keeneland
Sub-division. This house feateverything.
CANTERBURY: 4 - bedroom ures a panelled family room
brick. French Provincial design, with fireplace. Large dining
everything you'd want in deluxe room. Study with shag carpet
and is color planned throughhome.
BEAUTIFUL large 3-bedroom out. Must be seen to be apprecbrick in Kingswood, large tree- iated. Priced right to sell now.
8-2-C
studed lot. Built for luxurious Call 753-3903.
living.
THREE-BEDROOM brick on
NBLP WANTIIID
Hermitage. One of a kind beau141ILP WANTED
ty. You must see this to believe its beauty and liveability
THREE-BEDROOM brick on
Story. large rooms, 1% baths,
central heat and air, huge closets.
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer on Keeneland, 2 bathe,
carpet, central air. Bargain
priced.
KINGSWOOD: Three-bedroom
Applications for employment now being accepted,
brick. Central heat and air, 2
If you are interested in regular work, with advancement
baths, double garage, carpet.
opportunities, job security, good working conditions,
Real nice and good buy.
competive wages plus many other employee benefits.
LARGE DUPLEX on Dodson.
Paid for by the Company, such as:
3-bedrooma each side, vinyl
floors. Extra nice.
1UNGSWOOD: lovely large
Hospital-surgical insurance for employee
home. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
and his family.
skate foyer, thennopane glass,
double garage, central heat and
Life insurance for employee.
air. Truly deluxe.
135 ACRES on Irvin Cobb
Road, 70 acres pasture. A fine
Nine paid Holidays each year.
investment, $14,000.
2-ACRE LOT on Penny Road,
reasonable.
Liberal vacation schedule. .
JUST LISTED 80 acres southwest of Lynn Grove.
Retirement and pension program.
ALMO: 3-bedroom frame, acre
lot, modern.
ALMO: 2-bedroom frame, gad
Plus other benefits.
heat, garage.
641 NORTH, 1.2 miles north of
You may obtain an application by writing to Emcity, 9 acres and garage apartployment Manager, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.. P.O.
ment. Good for developing.
Box 570, Union City, Term., 38261, or pick one up from
FOR ALL. YOUR Real Estate
the
Gatehouse at the factory entrance.
needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 518 West Mein, National Hotel Building. Business
Phone 753-7724-Home Phone:
Guy Spann, 753-2587; Louise
sac
Saker, 755-2409; Onyx Ray, 753.119; Gary Young, 7534109.
•

FACTORY WORK
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FOR BALI

FOR ROW

ELECTROLUX &AIM 6 Ser- NICE SLEEPING rooms for NEW ROOF EASY-Apply Hyvice, Bon 1111 Murray, Ey, C. boys, one block from caropus. Klee Fibrated Asphalt Aluminum. Let us 'how you how easy
IL Senders. Phone MUM,Phone 753-8425 or 753-5962.
Sept 30-C to apply, haw it stops leaks and
Sept.-17-C
14nnvIlls, 154does the job for only 3 cents a
REGISTER NOW to r dance NEW three - bedroom brick, square foot. Ask about the spatclasses. Lyndia Cochran Dance built-in oven and range, one ial 20 gallon drum price. Hughand one-half baths, three miles es Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
Studio. Phone 753-4847.
Sept.-8-C from city with option to buy.
Oct-3-C
8-3-C
Call 753-7191.
NOVO
WANTED: 500 citizens who
-MORSE Portwant to send one dollar to vic- 2-BEDROOM apartment for col- 1 FAIRBANKS
lb. platform
1000
Beam,
able
437-3515.
S-3-C
Send
Call
Camille.
boys.
Hurricane
lege
of
tims
condition.
Call
excellent
scale,
to Calloway County Red Cross,
Sell-C DUPLEX apartment for cou- 733-1632.
Box 488, Murray, Ker.
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
40
ples only. Call 753-8087.
L SERVICE- Bob Randolph.
S-6-C 1969 HONDA 350 Scrambles'.
REDUCE safe and fast with
Call 753-7658 or after six p. m,
2. PERFORMANCE
Only total automatic color cm
GoBese tablets and E-Vap "wabedroom 753-8147.
four
the market
ter pills" Holland Drug. 1TP FURNISHED
house, 1% blocks from campus
3. NAME BRAND - Magnavoxelectric, range
LOSE weight safely with Dem- boys preferred. Phone 753-3895. FRIGID AIRE
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
condition, $45.00.
Good
40".
S-8-C
at
980
Only
A-Diet Tablets.
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
S-3-C
Phone 753-6160.
1TP
Dale di Stubblefield.
WHAT WE HAVE
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom,
Piano.
QUALITY Spinet
I WILL NOT be responsible for practically new, near college. FIRST
Tone, beautiful elate any debts other than my own Mobile Home Village, 753-3895. Powerful
Dixieland Center
Will transfer on great,:-:
Chestnut Street
after September 1, 1969. Thof4-8-C sic style.
ly reduced payments to persoae....
Phone 753-7575
Itch
5-4-P
mas Doughty
MOBILE HOME Village on Bai- with good credit only. Inspitte',,
ley Road, near College, utilities, tion arranged without obli50",
large spaces. Phone 753-3895 tion. Write Home Office, Jopliit,
WANTED TO BUY
SIRVICIIS
S-SS-8-C Piano Co., Joplin, Mo.
WANTED: Issues of August 6,
RID Of
GET
TRAILERS. One ten ft. wide,
1969 of the Ledger & Times,
PESTS
two-bedroom, air conditioned, UPRIGHT PIANO. $50.00. Phone:.
Please bring by the office at
automatic washer, private lot. 753-2253.
S-3-P,
103 No. 4th St.
TFNC
Rent $75.00 per month. One 8
foot by 50 foot, two bedroom, TWO ANGUS bulls, one a soin
No Jobs to Small' or Large
air conditioned. $53.00 per mon- of Ankonian Peerless. Both top
to be Appreciated
ROACHES
AUCTION SALE
th. Call 489-3823.
S-4-C knotch breeders. Would conFree &timing
Carry Germs
sider trading for cows either
Contact:
SPIDERS
AUCTION: Saturday, Sept. 6, at
FURNISHED 2-bedroom house Hereford or Angus. Darrell
Are Poison
1:00 p. m., at the Johnnie Mcwith air conditioning and fire- Shoemaker, phone 753-2246.
A.
TR RAM TSS
Callon place in Kirkaey. Will
place.
Located on a waterfront
S-3-C
Eat Your Home
sell old sewing machine, jugs,
lot with beautiful view at Panostone Jars, wash kettle, bedGRAIN DRILL Cultipacker and
Locally owned and operat- rama Shores. Couple preferred. Bush-Hog disc. Phone 7534892.
room suite, dinette suite. Lots
**how 11:00 a. ns. and
Call 753-8779 ask for Sonny or
ed
for
20
years.
We
can
be
of glass ware and dishes. SevSAO a. no.
after 5:30 p. m. call 753-4487. Vinson Tractor & Imp. Co.
eral antique pieces. Lots more reached 24 hours a day.
S-6-C
S-4-C
things too numerous to mention.
Call Today For FREE
ELECTRIC
POLES,
35
to
45
feet
If rain sale will be the followWE WILL NOT be responsible
Inspection
ing Saturday at same time.
for any debts other than our long. These are almost new
Phone 7534914
S-4-P
own, as of this date Aug. 23, creosoted poles will be deliverMember Chamber of
1969. Signed: Henry and Ina ed for $12.50 each. Call Lynn
Commerce and Builders
Sledd.
ITC Robinson 489-3801 or 489-2341..
Association. LCP-196
S-5-C
Troy, Tennessee
SERVICES OFFERED
CARPETS a fright? Make them
PROFESSIONAL
residential a beautiful sight with Blue
painting. Snub, roll, way. Ret Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer
emcee. Free estimates. Phone $1. Big K.
5-6-C
7584483.
8spt.-184
Phone 1-901-932-3112
ROLL-A-WAY
bed.
Call
753Charleston, Mo.
Phone 753-3914
WILL DO SEWING or alters- 7154.
S-4-C
Phone 1-314-613-6141
lions in my home. Also second
Located 1116 Se. 130i St.
s6p
USED BABY BED. In good con
V. hand coats for sale. Phone 753&BC thtion. Phone 753-7777. TENC
H-M-5-C =0.

READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?

s-sc

s-at

LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.

()primal)

1BLACK TOP PAVING
A Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

STAGNER
CONST. CO.

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

Land Clearing and
Excavation

Peanuts®
PEANUTS

by Charles M. Schulz

/THIS IS IT its THE FIRST
DAY OF SCHOOL!!

PVT.ON THE BOILED EGGS'
SONE /
1
40UR 5140ESDAAKE YOUR
LUNCR!CONJUGATE YOUR VERO!

CONJUGATE YOUR VERBS"?

*

a

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
PREVENT
FORESTFOREST
FIRES
PREVENT
FOREST
FIRES

_
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GET
ATTENTION

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
UNION C111 PLANT
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Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
( HOw
MANY'LL
YOU BE
WAN TI N'

NO NEED FOR A MIDDLE
MAN ,EH, OLD-TIMER ?
JUST SUPPOSE I DEAL
DIRECTLy WITH you-5AY, AT s3 PER

I REALIZE THEY'RE
YOU CAN DROP
HARD TO COME B.
ME OFF ANYWHERE-50... NOW ABOUT
AND THANKS FOR
TWO NOW AND A
THE LIFT.
II
COUPLE MORE
NEXT WEEK."

CHAIR I

140PE YOU
CATCH UP
WITN THAT
LOUSE,
JASPER.'

on,

PR'

STOP

Obbb

V
yU.N.41
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Sy NON.. hut

Lil' Abner

NUN

by Al Capp
ARE N/A GONNA LET

ONE MISTAKE RUIN
50 WHAT,IF NiA
IMPU1-./ DID SOMEI NG
DECENT--

INN

'/OUR LIFE'? 'YOU'RE
DIRTY McGOON

irou TH I NK DIATYYOU ACT Jp.iRTY-A
ABOVE A LL,BABY-YOU -sN/PF.r- uGH riARE DI RTh/

VO'RESTORED MAH)1
FAITH IN MAHSELF,
WILLiAM
FASTBUCKLEY!!

"AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER"
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